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Abstract

This thesis examines the regulatory process associated with Standard Hotels operating throughout Ontario during the provincially enforced ban on the consumption of alcohol, 1916-1934. Due to its position as a publicly available and accessible institution, the Standard Hotel was a highly contested site. The thesis identifies three factors that influenced the State’s granting of a “Standard Hotel License and Light Beer Permit.” These include: the distribution and frequency of establishments throughout the province; the ability for individuals to influence the License and Permit process; and the features and areas of a Standard Hotel that were of greatest concern to the authorities, the operators and members of the general public. The thesis argues that the regulation of Ontario’s prohibition-era Standard Hotels was a highly contentious topic that was subject to the varying “needs” and “demands” of the community.
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Introduction / Historiography

Introduction

As a result of the temperance movements that flourished throughout Canada during the nineteenth century, within the first two decades of the twentieth century every Canadian province had instituted legislation that prohibited the distribution and retail sale of intoxicating beverages.¹ In Ontario, such legislation was introduced in 1916 and was known as the Ontario Temperance Act (OTA).² Administration and enforcement of the OTA was the responsibility of the Board of License Commissioners (BLC.) Introduced in 1915, the BLC oversaw all matters concerning the sale of alcohol, including the issuance of hotel licenses. As prohibition never lived up to its billing as a solution for the vices that plagued society, by the mid 1920’s, support for the OTA began to decline. As a result, in 1927 the OTA was replaced with the Liquor Control Act (LCA) -- an act designed to implement a more moderate approach to regulating the retail sale of alcohol.³ With respect to licensing Ontario’s public establishments, where the BLC left off, the Liquor Control Board of Ontario (LCBO) took over. However, the LCBO also assumed the responsibility of managing the provincially operated liquor stores.⁴

⁴ By all appearances, instances of patronage were either foreign to the LCBO or individuals were wise enough to not be explicit about its existence. In an attempt to ascertain the extent to which patronage was present within the LCBO, sources I examined included: Commissions for Licence Inspectors, RG 53-31, Archives of Ontario (AO); Appointments to Boards of Licence Commissioners, RG 53-32; various Ontario Legislative Assembly Sessional Papers; as well as newspapers such as The Globe and The Ottawa Citizen.
Although the public consumption of alcohol was eventually legalized, between the years 1916 and 1934, the OTA and LCA almost entirely prohibited such an activity. The one exception to the restrictions was that provincially regulated hotels were allowed to serve “non-intoxicating” light beer and their patrons were permitted to keep a personal supply of liquor in their “guest rooms.” As a result of this privilege, the regulations governing these establishments were incorporated in the OTA and LCA. This has resulted in alcohol becoming a central theme in the ongoing debates involving the activities and conduct that occurred within Ontario’s Standard Hotels.\(^5\) Aside from serving light beer, these establishments were also permitted to sell tobacco products or operate an ice cream parlour, restaurant, or café.\(^6\) In order to differentiate between these establishments and those that lacked such privileges, the OTA and LCA defined these hotels as Standard Hotels.\(^7\) Nevertheless, as this thesis will demonstrate, Ontario’s Standard Hotels were far more than just public drinking establishments.

This thesis aims to fill a historical gap by looking at the regulation and operation of Ontario’s Standard Hotels between the years 1916 and 1934. It seeks to understand how Ontario’s Standard Hotels functioned as a State sanctioned institution that was responsible for fulfilling the numerous, and often conflicting, “needs” and “demands” of Ontario’s diverse localities. Seemingly innocent, terms such as “need” and “demand” were employed by individuals, including members of the BLC/LCBO, proprietors of establishments and member of the general public, in order to demonstrate how a particular Standard Hotel served and accommodated its guests. As a Standard Hotels central purpose was to serve the public, the ability to fulfill the “needs” and “demands” of a locality became a determining factor in the

\(^5\) Other studies that discuss the relationship between Ontario’s Standard Hotels and alcohol include: Craig Heron, "The Boys and Their Booze: Masculinities and Public Drinking in Working-class Hamilton, 1890-1946," *The Canadian Historical Review* 86, no. 3 (September 2005): 411-452; and Malleck, *Try to Control Yourself*.

\(^6\) McRuer, 146; Brennan, 140.

\(^7\) Ibid.
Standard Hotel License and Light Beer Permit application process. Applied in the most general form, the terms “need” and “demand” might indicate a Standard Hotel provided adequate accommodations or a good meal at a fair price. However, the terms were more commonly employed when assessing the legitimacy of the activities, functions, and conduct occurring within a given Standard Hotel. This required License Inspectors to determine the “needs” and “demands” of the locality within which a Standard Hotel resided.\textsuperscript{8} As Ontario’s numerous localities possessed differing sets of “needs” and “demands,” License Inspectors and the BLC/LCBO had to incorporate these differences when making their recommendation.

In addition to developing a better understanding of the regulatory process that existed, this thesis aims to come to terms with the manner in which Standard Hotels were operated, the activities that occurred within them, the clientele they catered towards or that patronized them, and how they were perceived by individuals in their respective localities. Furthermore, this thesis will demonstrate that the regulations relating to the operation of Ontario’s Standard Hotels are better interpreted as loose guidelines for the License Inspectors. Consequently, approving or denying an establishment’s License and Permit often required License Inspectors as well as other members of the BLC/LCBO to subjectively interpret whether or not the particular Standard Hotel fulfilled the unique “needs” and/or “demands” of a given locality. In order to accomplish these tasks, this thesis will make use of a collection of records, otherwise known as the “Liquor Licence Board of Ontario standard hotel case files,” that were composed by members of the

\textsuperscript{8} The day-to-day life of a License Inspectors is a subject that deserves further examination. However, I was unable to find any accessible documents or resources that could provide us with information about them. Unfortunately, due to restrictions surrounding freedom of information, I was unable to gain access to a collection of diaries and journals that may have contained information regarding these individuals. Should or when these records become available, for those interested in pursuing such a topic, the series in question is the: Ontario Provincial Police members’ diaries and notebooks/journals, RG 23-30, AO.
BLC/LCBO and its License Inspectors in order to monitor the regulatory process regarding Standard Hotels.9

Regarding the purposes of and activities occurring within Ontario’s Standard Hotels, what is available to historians is a collection of records that were produced from sources that selectively organized information with the intent of promoting or advocating a particular goal. Any association between these goals and Ontario’s Standard Hotels was often limited to how the information contained within the source could benefit the producer – financially, socially, and bureaucratically.10 For instance, travel guides were published with the intent of enticing and attracting tourists.11 Seldom do they provide anything more than a photograph of the exterior of a given Standard Hotel as well as a story or two regarding the establishment or its surrounding area. Omitted from these accounts is information about the types of individuals who actually patronized the establishments and the activities that occurred within them. Other sources, including records of the Women’s Christian Temperance Union (WCTU), were inherently biased against one of the central functions of the establishments – the sale and consumption of

---

9 Liquor Licence Board of Ontario (LLBO) standard hotel case files list, RG 36-1, AO. The most common documents found within a given establishment’s case file are the yearly Standard Hotel License and Light Beer Permit Applications along with a copy of issued Standard Hotel License as well as the License Inspector Reports that were completed roughly once a year. However, additional documents that can be found within any given case file includes: letters or correspondence between members of the BLC/LCBO, License Inspectors, local authoritative figures, the general public, and proprietors; petitions both for and against a Standard Hotel operator or his/her establishment; police reports; newspaper articles; photographs or blueprints of an establishment. While this would appear to make the case files quite sizeable, there are in fact many gaps within the records. Whether this is due to the documents being damaged, lost, improperly filed, or just not completed is not entirely clear.

10 Many of the references I found in newspapers, where a Standard Hotels was identified, were of this nature. In fact, newspapers articles often contained little more than the place, the individuals name, and the fine or punishment handed out if an infraction was committed. As a result, my use of newspaper as a source was largely limited to those instances where regulations or statements from Provincial authorities were issued. The bulk of these examples are taken from The Globe (available through ProQuest Historical Newspapers.) However, I also mined a selection of Ontario newspapers contained at www.ourontario.ca as well as The Ottawa Citizen (available through google news archive) and the Toronto Star (available through ProQuest Historical Newspapers.)

alcohol.\textsuperscript{12} As a result of the associations between Standard Hotels and alcohol, temperance groups often directed their attention towards these establishments and openly criticized the activities occurring within.\textsuperscript{13} The belief was that in order to curb the trafficking and consumption of alcohol, one had to root out all the venues wherein the activities took place.

Furthermore, many individuals have constructed their own interpretation of Ontario’s Standard Hotels as a result of anecdotal accounts and references passed along by both patrons of the establishments and passersby. However, throughout Ontario’s history, different sets of regulations have been instituted in order to govern the province’s Standard Hotels as well as their predecessors. Consequently, it is highly unlikely that a Standard Hotel that operated in Owen Sound in 1926 existed and functioned in a similar manner some 10-15 years later, especially if the establishment in question changed ownership. Furthermore, transposing the purpose and activities occurring within a particular Standard Hotel located in Toronto in the mid to late 1940’s to one of Ontario’s prohibition-era Standard Hotels devalues the impact that the specific “needs” and “demands” of a given locality had on the day-to-day operations of an establishment. In other words, the Standard Hotels that operated throughout Ontario were a product of both the specific “needs” and “demands” of the respective localities in addition to the provincial regulations that governed them. In order to better understand the important roles Ontario’s Standard Hotels played in the development of the province, we need to incorporate both the regulatory and societal significance associated with these establishments when discussing them.

Similar to hotels today, Ontario’s prohibition era Standard Hotels were responsible for serving individuals from their immediate localities as well as a variety of travelling, transient

\textsuperscript{12} Carolyn Strange and Tina Loo, \textit{Making Good: Law and Moral Regulation in Canada, 1867-1939} (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997); Mariana Valverde, \textit{The Age of Light, Soap & Water: Moral Reform in English Canada, 1885-1925} (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2008).

\textsuperscript{13} Heron, \textit{Booze}, 157-158.
guests.\textsuperscript{14} Although the hostelry trade still serves a wide array of travelers and offers a variety of services to their respective localities, subtle differences distinguish current hotels from Ontario’s Standard Hotels. First of all, Standard Hotels in operation throughout Ontario in the early 20\textsuperscript{th} century were significantly smaller, ultimately resulting in a reduced capacity. As this thesis will show, many of Ontario’s prohibition-era Standard Hotels were unable to provide a number of conveniences we expect to find when staying at their modern counterparts.\textsuperscript{15} It was not uncommon for a prohibition era Standard Hotel in Ontario to have less than 20 guest rooms, be constrained to 2 or 3 floors, possess a single bathroom and have a couple lavatories. Secondly, in contrast to the brand name hotel chains that dominate the late 20th and early 21st century, many of Ontario’s prohibition-era Standard Hotels were small-scale, family operated, local businesses, that frequently employed no more than 5 individuals. Third, while it was important for localities to have at least one Standard Hotel, in order to accommodate travelers, it was not uncommon for License Inspectors to recommend permits for other establishments because a specific class or social segment required accommodations. These general differences not only indicate that a much different hostelry trade existed in early 20th century Ontario, they further emphasize that the provinces Standard Hotels served a different purpose, function, and role within their respective localities.

\textbf{Historiography}

Much of the remainder of this chapter is dedicated to examining the European, American, and Canadian sources on public establishments from the Early Modern period up to the present.


\textsuperscript{15} All three of these factors were observed via my examination of the case files used “LLBO standard hotel case files”, RG 36-01-XX, AO.
While the topics discussed in these works vary, including examinations on regulations, gender, class, and ethnicity, they highlight the progressive development of public establishments from alehouses to taverns, inns and ultimately hotels. The sources that focus on regions outside of Canada will be discussed first, while those discussing public establishments within Canada will be examined second.

1. The International Context: Public Establishments in Europe and America

According to Beat Kümin, historical examinations that attempt to outline the roles and relationships existing between alcohol, public establishments and communities frequently lack critical analysis. As such, when it comes to public establishments, the history often written has been more “colorful anecdotes rather than critical evaluation.” While public establishments have been studied for some time now in European history, lately there has been renewed interest and debate around the subject. This has led to historians such as Beat Kümin, A. Lynn Martin, Bernard Capp and Beverly Ann Tlusty to identify public establishments, within their respective regions, as institutions that were central to the day-to-day lives individuals.

---

17 Ibid.
For historians interested in looking at the social significance of public drinking establishment -- of any kind, at any period in time, and in any region -- the importance of Peter Clark’s *The English Alehouse: A Social History 1200-1830* cannot be overemphasized. Clark not only identifies how the English alehouse developed during the middle ages and late Hanoverian period, he situates this evolution within the greater context of societal development and progression.\(^\text{20}\) In order to accomplish such a task Clark uses an array of primary sources, including government records, diaries, and probate inventories. By associating political and social developments with changes in the alehouse, Clark makes the reader conscious of the fact that these drinking establishments were sites where large forces intersected, greatly impacting the daily lives of ordinary people. That being said, the alehouse as well as its proprietors and patrons remain his focal point. Although the significance that can be attributed to alehouses, and public houses in general, wane’s towards the end of the 18\(^{th}\) and start of the 19\(^{th}\) century, Clark recognizes “its evolutionary mutability” and ability to “adapt relatively quickly to new conditions” as reasons for its continuity in addition to its “peculiar social identity and attraction.”\(^\text{21}\) Ultimately, Clark’s identification of these changes and/or developments allows us to conclude that the English alehouse was much more than just a vessel through which history passed. The English Alehouse was a social institution, the quintessential “neighbourhood theatre” as Clark describes it, through which history was lived, made, observed, and experienced.\(^\text{22}\) In addition to this, Clark’s work shows historians how public drinking establishments could be understood as a dynamic, as opposed to static, institution. In doing so,

\(^\text{20}\) Clark, 4.
\(^\text{21}\) Clark, 340-341.
\(^\text{22}\) Clark, 341.
Clark reveals how English alehouses constantly adapted and evolved alongside the changing “needs” and “demands” of society.

While Clark’s work represented a new beginning when it came to understanding the role of public establishments throughout history, this particular field of study has continually been expanded upon. More recently, in Drinking Matters Beat Kümin thoroughly examines “the contested nature, perennial renegotiation and wider significance of drinking establishments” in early modern Central Europe.\(^{23}\) Like Clark, Kümin makes use of a diverse range of sources during his examination of public houses in Early Modern Europe. These include diaries, memoirs, letters, travel logs and accounts, woodcuts, and government records. As opposed to being a static or stagnant social institution, Kümin, in a manner similar to Clark, identifies public establishments as a dynamic and versatile institution, inhabited by a clientele base that included men and women of various classes, races, ethnicities and nationalities.\(^{24}\) Due to the “bewildering variety of situations” that developed or existed within these spaces, Kümin acknowledges that, aside from their common ability to sell and serve various types of alcoholic beverages, it is difficult to come up with a universal definition of early modern public establishments in Central Europe.\(^{25}\) Furthermore, as opposed to depicting the hospitality trade as one filled with “revolutionary raptures,” wherein new ideas and concepts seemingly sprung from nowhere, Kümin suggests public establishments took a more evolutionary course; adapting, modifying and developing themselves in order to maintain their existence.\(^{26}\) Although Kümin’s research is concentrated on developments in Central Europe, in particular Bern and Bavaria, the methodology he applies throughout his analysis does not restrict itself geographically. His

\(^{23}\) Kümin, Drinking Matters, 1.
\(^{24}\) Ibid., 192.
\(^{25}\) Ibid., 191.
\(^{26}\) Ibid., 196.
description of public establishments as “micro-laboratories for the study of interactions between individuals and groups with distinct agendas” could lend itself to any study, including this one, attempting to understand the socio-cultural significance of various public institutions.27

Kümin’s approach though is not the only one currently being used by historians of public establishments. In Alcohol, Violence, and Disorder, A. Lynn Martin’s applies modern anthropological methods of analysis in order to shed light on the relationship between alcohol and violence in England, France and Italy between the years 1300-1700 or what he calls “traditional Europe.” 28 Furthermore, while Clark and Kümin make use of archival sources, Martin indicates that while he “used a wide variety of primary and secondary sources,” he did not consult any “archival sources.”29 As a result of the various outcomes observed in different regions where alcohol consumption is present, Martin maintains that the relationship between alcohol and violence is a “learned behavior.”30 He further argues this learned behaviour is a result of numerous “cultural, social, and psychological” factors as opposed to any sort of inherent tendency or predisposition.31 In other words, an individual’s ability to “learn the art of drinking” depends on sociocultural rituals, customs, and traditions developed within one’s own “communities.” According to Martin, once the “art” is learned it is then transmitted among the “community” and outward to others. In addition, the introduction of newcomers to a given “community” or the redistribution of alcohol related tendencies modifies or transforms the aforementioned rituals, customs, and traditions. Ultimately, this makes the learned behaviour of “drinking” a dynamic process. Martin uses his analysis of past associations between violence and

27 Ibid., 4.
28 Martin, Alcohol, Violence, and Disorder in Traditional Europe, 2.
29 Ibid., 4.
30 Ibid., 1.
31 Ibid.
alcohol in order to identify how the “learned behaviors” of the past might have directly or indirectly affected those of the present.\textsuperscript{32}

Martin also separates the activity of alcohol consumption into two fields, one based on “need” and the other on “demand,” or as he describes it, “recreational drinking.”\textsuperscript{33} Citing regulations that aimed at ensuring a constant supply of alcohol to public, Martin claims the day-to-day need or requirement of alcohol in traditional Europe was widely accepted and maintained.\textsuperscript{34} Conversely, he identifies the latter field, “recreational drinking,” as the one consistently associated with disorder, at least in traditional Europe.\textsuperscript{35} Continued examination of the leisurely consumption of alcohol and its correlation with violence leads Martin to borrow from Alan Lang’s conclusions surrounding alcohol and violence. Lang’s initial premise rests upon the significance of various “proximal and distal aspects…in which behavior occurs.”\textsuperscript{36} With respect to alcohol (agent), Lang suggests this means studying the people (host) and situation (environment) in order to understand the relationship between alcohol and violence. Martin adds to Lang by suggesting one must also consider the observer as they were the ones perceiving the actions and events that unfolded. Additionally, Martin indicates how “observers” were capable of influencing the extent to which regulation and law in “traditional Europe” were enacted.\textsuperscript{37} For instance, while alcohol consumption can lead to insults, threats, and/or violence, it could also repair, mend, and/or solve disputes. As Martin suggests, while capable of fostering anger, rage, and violence, alcohol also retained the ability to cultivate sociability, conviviality,

\textsuperscript{32} Ibid., 8-13.
\textsuperscript{33} Ibid., 2-4 & chapter 4.
\textsuperscript{34} Ibid., 185-186.
\textsuperscript{35} Ibid., 2-4.
\textsuperscript{37} Martin, Alcohol, Violence, and Disorder in Traditional Europe, 222.
hospitality and companionship. Ultimately, these aspects: agent, host, environment, and observer influenced the introduction, establishment, and continuation of various norms, customs, and traditions surrounding alcohol consumption; otherwise expressed in what Martin describes as acts “celebration, jollification, & socialization.” While leaving the subject of alcohol consumption to others, my work is influenced by Martin’s emphasis on how “needs” and “demands” are cultural constructed.

Similar to Kümin and Martin, Peter Thompson’s *Rum Punch & Revolution* identifies the social composition of Philadelphia’s colonial taverns as made up of a diverse clientele while its functionality made it a space capable of hosting a diverse, and often incompatible, range of functions. Drawing upon the methodologies others have applied, Thompson’s research also demonstrates how Philadelphia’s eighteenth-century taverns contained unwritten codes of conduct which determined the modes, customs, and norms by which individuals, locals and visitors, would interact. In other words, these taverns fostered conviviality, sociability, and association in much the same manner as the various Central European public establishments described by Clark, Kümin, and Martin. Furthermore, Thompson outlines the significant role Philadelphia’s colonial taverns assumed with respect to politics, in particular their ability to be havens for the dissemination of political belief, ideology, opposition, and dissent. He recognizes that aside from being aligned with particular political parties or ideologies, Philadelphia’s colonial taverns frequently served as temporary municipal infrastructure, holding rallies for candidates and frequently used as meeting places for clubs, civic associations, and

---

38 Ibid., 4.
39 Ibid., first phrased on 3.
41 Ibid., 11-15, 93-103.
congressional committees. Although these functions would have been limited to a particular collection of taverns, they do present a much different picture than that which is commonly associated with public drinking establishments.

In addition to their above stated importance, these works are representative of a more critical approach to examining and understanding public establishments. They operate as examples or guides for future historians who are attempting to ascertain the type and quality of information that may be present within primary sources. As a result of the methodological approaches they apply to otherwise anecdotal accounts of public establishments, they are capable of presenting a more inclusive and accurate history. Acting as a template or guide by which one can navigate a source, their work guides my own as many of the documents or primary sources that reference Ontario’s Standard Hotel were a product of government regulation and bureaucratic administration policies. As opposed to informing us of the “needs” and “demands” of individuals who patronized Ontario’s Standard Hotels, the records that exist were constructed in order to collect revenue and ensure various laws and acts were upheld.

Aside from proposing new methods to better understand or interpret the events, activities, roles and purposes associated with public establishment, historians have also begun to reexamine whether or not various segments of society were active participants within these drinking spaces. Increasingly, social and cultural historians have begun to question past analysis and

43 Ibid., 62-63, 84-88, 154.
45 Capp; Martin, Alcohol, Sex, and Gender in Late Medieval and Early Modern Europe (New York: St.Martin's Press, 2001); Salinger; Tlusty, “Gender and Alcohol Use in Early Modern Augsburg,” in The Changing Face of
conclusions surrounding various institutions, including public establishments, on the grounds that they were ahistorical in nature. Consequently, the supplementary role occupied by non-dominant or non-normative individuals and/or groups in many histories has resulted in their actions and activities assuming a role of limited significance. However, while historians have begun to acknowledge the existence and presence of these groups in public establishments, many debate the extent and significance that can be attributed to their involvement.

Frequently used in examinations of public establishments, the term “space” is applied in more than one context. It is used to identify and depict how the area of a public establishment was organized, as Clark does when discussing how English alehouses were outfitted.\(^46\) Alternatively, it has been used by historians to identify how the “space” of a public establishment could influence the activities occurring within or about it. To employ it in such a manner is, as Kümin suggests, to perceive “space” as a “social construct” as opposed to an “absolute unit.”\(^47\) According to Capp, conceptualizing “space” in such a way allows one to incorporate a broad array of social factors and inputs into their conclusions regarding a specific type of public establishment as well as the individuals that patronized it.\(^48\) These include both internal aspects, such as an establishment’s size, organization and layout, as well as external influences involving its location in the community, the size of the community it is situated in, and the various local officials responsible for regulating the establishments in question.\(^49\)

---


\(^{46}\) Clark, 64-69.

\(^{47}\) Kümin, 15.

\(^{48}\) Capp, 124.

\(^{49}\) Ibid.
2. The Canadian Context: Public Establishments in Canadian History

Within Canada historiography, numerous individuals have begun reexamining past events associated with alcohol in order to further develop our understanding of this highly contentious topic.⁵⁰ Many of these studies have built on the findings of past historians whose work collectively outlined the complicated and somewhat unequal distribution of rights with respect to alcohol regulation in Canada.⁵¹ Although the history of public establishments is less developed in Canada than in Europe or the America, this renewed interest has resulted in historians such as Robert Campbell, Craig Heron, Dan Malleck, and Julia Roberts questioning some of the previously held conclusions regarding the role and purpose of public establishments within their


respective localities.\textsuperscript{52} As a result of the varying purposes of their research, Canadian historians have employed varying methodologies to study public establishments. However, given that the division of power was such in Canada that the provinces had the constitutional authority to regulate the retail sale of intoxicating beverages, many historians have opted for a provincial or regional approach, rather than a having a national focus. Consequently, the work of these historians has identified the important role that taverns, beer parlours, and Standard Hotels played in the social and cultural development of the nation. In particular, they have demonstrated how public establishments provided a range of services to Canadians and thus were much more than dens of immorality or vice as maintained by the temperance organizations.\textsuperscript{53}

For instance, DeLottinville’s study makes use of newspapers and government record in order to describe Joe Beef’s Canteen -- a working-class tavern in late nineteenth century Montreal -- as well as the conduct of its notorious proprietor, Charles McKiernan. Of particular interest though is the way in which DeLottinville outlines how McKiernan engaged, related, and assisted his many patrons, and a wide array of individuals within Montreal’s diverse tavern community. In addition, DeLottinville acknowledges how McKiernan created a dynamic heterogeneous space wherein the unemployed could find work, the hungry could acquire food, the homeless could find a bed, and where working-class residents could associate and/or


socialize among like-minded individuals. Employing such an approach allows DeLottinville to depict and account for the actions and utility associated with Joe Beef’s Canteen.

As is the case in Europe and the America, Canadian historians have discovered a range of alcohol cultures that existed with respect to the consumption and regulation of alcohol. These cultures were not transcendental or universal, but rather were a function of time and space. As in the case of Ontario’s prohibition era Standard Hotels, the cultures that developed were not historical accidents. Rather, they were constituted, in part, by policies and practices of the State. For instance, both Robert Campbell and Dan Malleck have examined how regulatory authorities in post-prohibition British Columbia and Ontario, respectively, enacted liquor legislation that enabled particular segments of the population, while disabling others.

In addition to other the work’s he has published in the field of alcohol studies, Robert Campbell’s *Sit Down and Drink Your Beer* demonstrates how British Columbia’s post-prohibition liquor regulations attempted to dictate the experience of Vancouver’s beer parlour patrons.54 His work illustrates how a particular mindset regarding alcohol consumption came to be institutionalized in British Columbia. According to Campbell, British Columbia Liquor Control Board (LCB) determined the types of activities and conduct that were permissible within the province’s beer parlours. In addition, he demonstrates how the LCB regulated the types of people who were allowed to enter into Vancouver’s beer parlours.55 As such, many individuals and ethnicities were excluded from British Columbia’s supposed “public” drinking establishments. Therefore, in addition to regulating the alcohol trade, Campbell demonstrates
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how British Columbia’s post-prohibition liquor regime enacted a policy which allowed it to restrict the habits or customs it perceived to be detrimental to its own existence and the good of society. With respect to furthering our knowledge of Ontario’s prohibition-era Standard Hotels, the most significant aspect of Campbell’s work would be in the similarities between the regulations imposed by the LCB, regarding public drinking establishments, and those of the LCBO, as identified by Malleck.

Regarding post-prohibition Standard Hotels in Ontario, Dan Malleck’s Try to Control Yourself provides us with answers to questions such as how “the public consumption of alcoholic beverages was regulated in post-prohibition Ontario, how government control placed constraints and expectations on the population, and how the regulatory process created a dynamic interaction between the government agency and the general public.” Drawing largely from a collection of case files that documented public drinking establishments during the 1927-1944 period, Malleck concludes that the provinces Standard Hotels were places that were constantly subject to negotiation and change. Each of the groups participating in this negotiation possessed their own interpretation regarding the sort of “needs” and “demands” the province’s Standard Hotels should fulfill. Malleck argues that the most important group in the “negotiations” was the newly formed Liquor Control Board of Ontario (LCBO). Throughout his work, Malleck highlights the efforts of the LCBO as it sought to organize and regulate the province’s public drinking establishments as well as their patrons. Wanting to avoid a return to the excesses of the pre-prohibition period, the LCBO sought to develop a public drinking environment that fostered a culture of moderation. In order to accomplish this, Malleck argues that the LCBO attempted to

56 Campbell, Sit Down and Drink Your Beer, 127-135.
57 Malleck, Try to Control Yourself, 3-4.
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enforce a “specific value system in a way that shaped people’s activities to a certain vision of proper citizenship.”\textsuperscript{61} Aside from attempting to mold an archetypal consumer, the LCBO also sought to dispel “preconceived ideas” commonly associated with public drinking establishments.\textsuperscript{62} Furthermore, Malleck argues that the LCBO enacted various regulations with the intent to manage the space, its existence and utilization, within Ontario’s Standard Hotels.\textsuperscript{63} Drawing upon the works of Valverde, Foucault, Huxley, and Bentham, Malleck asserts that the LCBO sought to create and enforce a level of conformity within Ontario’s Standard Hotels.\textsuperscript{64} Consequently, Malleck’s work provides invaluable insights for any student seeking to understand the nature of public drinking in Ontario. This thesis, builds on that work by demonstrating that while the BLC/LCBO had their own vision regarding Ontario’s Standard Hotels, so too did the proprietors of these establishments as well as members of the general public. The result was the development of an institution that, while under the authority of the BLC/LCBO, was guided and maintained by the unique “needs” and “demands” that existed in the province’s diverse localities.

Taking a different approach, Julia Roberts wonderful study, \textit{In Mixed Company}, examines the social composition, structure and function of Upper Canada’s colonial taverns -- an institution that was the forerunner to Ontario’s Standard Hotels.\textsuperscript{65} Roberts identifies these taverns as public establishments that catered to the “needs” and “demands” of individuals inhabiting or travelling through the colony.\textsuperscript{66} She notes how taverns, including their proprietors and patrons, are represented throughout the historical record and can be found in correspondence, Legislative Assembly Journals, letters, judges bench notes, wills, diaries,
travelogues, newspapers, tavern keepers account books and artwork. Her conclusion that Upper Canada’s taverns contained a heterogeneous clientele can be attributed to the statistical data she examines. Roberts indicates that while taverns rapidly developed, numbering 2723 by 1852, the first official count in 1808 recognized only 108 taverns. This meant that in a population of 34,600, there would be “one tavern per 320 people.” This high average, in combination with an ethnically, racially, religiously, and politically diverse population meant people were forced to relinquish previous conceptions of socialization if they chose to enter a tavern. Many of the questions Roberts addresses with respect to Upper Canada’s taverns would become applicable to Ontario’s prohibition era Standard Hotels. Like her work, this thesis is interested in shedding light on the social makeup of Ontario’s drinking establishments. It also seeks to understand where these drinking establishments were located. Finally, like Roberts, I am interested in knowing how the owners and patrons of these drinking places were viewed by on-lookers at the time.

The Structure of Things to Come

Although the last decade has witnessed a renewed interest in the study of alcohol regulation and public establishments, many historiographical gaps remain. One of these gaps relates to the process by which Ontario’s Standard Hotels were regulated during the province’s prohibition on the public consumption of alcohol, 1916-1934. In order to demonstrate that Ontario’s prohibition-era Standard Hotels formed an institution whose principal role was to facilitate the
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various “needs” and “demands” of the provinces diverse localities, this thesis examines three factors that influenced an establishment’s ability to receive a Standard Hotel License and Light Beer Permit: (1) the distribution and frequency with which Ontario’s Standard Hotels existed throughout the province and within its localities; (2) the ability of various individuals involved in the regulation of Ontario’s Standard Hotels to influence, positively and negatively, the decision making process; (3) the real or imagined concerns that existed among the authorities, the general public, and proprietors with respect to how a Standard Hotel should be operated and conducted.

Chapter 1 aims to identify how the distribution and frequency with which Ontario’s Standard Hotels existed throughout the province affected the regulatory process associated with issuing a License and Permit to a given Standard Hotel. It attempts to answer the following questions: (1) How common were Ontario’s Standard Hotels? (2) How many Standard Hotels were there in a given locality? (3) Did Ontario’s Standard Hotels cater to particular segments of the population. It argues that the BLC/LCBO’s decision-making process was influenced by both physical and social factors relating to the establishments as well as the locality it resided in. This included such factors as the number of alternate Standard Hotels that existed in a locality, the physical location occupied by a potential Standard Hotel in its locality, and the type of patrons it was expected to serve. An examination of the “LLBO standard hotel case files” reveals that License Inspectors frequently based their recommendations on a Standard Hotel’s ability to adequately fulfill the “needs” and “demands” of its locality. Chapter 1 concludes, therefore, that as a result of the unique “needs” and “demands” of localities throughout Ontario, there existed an equally uneven distribution of Standard Hotels.

Complicating the BLC/LCBO decision’s when it came to issuing License and Permits were the divergent and often conflicting assessments of what exactly were the “needs” and “demands”
of a given locality. Chapter 2 thus examines the ability of various individuals involved in the regulation of Ontario’s Standard Hotels to influence, positively and negatively, the decision-making process. While the BLC/LCBO possessed its own idea regarding what “needs” and “demands” a Standard Hotel should fulfill, so too did the proprietors of the establishments as well as members of the general public. This resulted in Ontario’s Standard Hotels becoming continual sites of contestation. Consequently, the regulation process associated with Standard Hotels had more to do with negotiating the suitability of a given establishment than how it met any sort of idealized form. In order to demonstrate that such a process existed, Chapter 2 examines the relationships that developed between the BLC/LCBO, its License Inspectors, proprietors and member of the general public. In so doing, it attempts to come to terms with how the activities, functions, and conduct that were found in the province’s Standard Hotels were perceived by the different parties. The chapter argues that while the BLC/LCBO ultimately retained the final say in which Standard Hotels received a License and Permit, the relationships that were developed between the various parties were equally influential when it came to “standardizing” Ontario’s Standard Hotels.

In order to facilitate the particular “needs” and “demands” of their respective localities, proprietors constructed and outfitted their Standard Hotels in unique ways. This meant that the features and internal areas of Ontario’s Standard Hotels were not universal. Similar to the debates that were waged when it came to what “needs” and “demands” a Standard Hotel should be fulfilling, the BLC/LCBO, proprietors, and members of the general public were often in disagreement as to the purpose and role specific areas of a Standard Hotel should play. Consequently, Chapter 3 will examine how concerns that were associated with specific features and areas of a Standard Hotel influenced an owner’s ability to receive or renew a License and
Permit. As the chapter seeks to demonstrate, many of these concerns can be separated into one of two groups, those associated with “public” space and those connected to “private” space. Although both public and private spaces were part of any Standard Hotel, they were subject to separate sets of regulations. As the case files indicate, many of the concerns individuals raised revolved around the activities and conduct of proprietors and patrons occurring within these specific spaces. However, an examination of Standard Hotels that were caught violating certain regulations provides us with examples of how the BLC/LCBO dealt differently with “public” and “private” issues.
Chapter 1

The Distribution of Ontario’s Standard Hotels and their Compartmentalized Clientele

Public establishments throughout history, some of which contained spaces dedicated to the consumption of alcohol, have continuously played a central role in facilitating the “needs” and “demands” of the respective localities they served. With respect to Standard Hotels operating throughout the province of Ontario during the legislated ban on the public consumption of alcohol, 1916-1934, not only were their services reduced but their purpose, role, and functions were severely critiqued. During this period, particular emphasis or discussion was directed towards various physical spaces, in particular beverage rooms and bars, where individuals could consume so-called temperance or light beers. In Ontario, this included beer that retained an alcohol by volume of less than 2.2%. Debates regarding the suitability and acceptability of spaces associated with questionable activities often permeated into the licensing process of Ontario’s Standard Hotels.

However, the presence and use of these spaces were not the sole factors in determining whether or not an establishment received its Standard Hotel License and Light Beer Permit.
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Frequently, the physical and social landscape within which an establishment existed played an important role in determining whether or not a License Inspector recommended a License and Permit be issued. Of particular importance were factors such as the prevalence and frequency with which Standard Hotels existed in given localities; the physical location within a locality where a Standard Hotel resided; and the type of clientele a Standard Hotel was perceived as serving. An examination of the “Liquor Licence Board of Ontario standard hotel case files” reveals the inherent diversity within these factors and further demonstrates the diverse range of Standard Hotels serving the province’s constituents and visitors. In order to reveal the inherent diversity of these factors, I propose a range of questions regarding the establishments themselves: including how common were Ontario’s Standard Hotels? How many Standard Hotels were in a given locality? Where might one expect to find a Standard Hotel in a particular locality? And did Ontario’s Standard Hotels cater to particular segments of the population?

In addition to accounting for the wide array of establishments available to individuals throughout the province, the answers to these questions provide insight into the numerous purposes, functions, and roles of Ontario’s Standard Hotels. Furthermore, they assist our ability to develop an understanding of the complexities surrounding the regulation of Standard Hotels in operation throughout Ontario between the years 1916 and 1934. Consequently, in this chapter I will argue that the “LLBO standard hotel case files” depict and reaffirm the notion that Ontario’s Standard Hotels composed an accepted and legitimate institution whose principal goal was fulfilling the “needs” and “demands” of the province’s residents and visitors. Such a conclusion differs greatly from the more traditional accounts that often described Ontario’s Standard Hotels as illegal drinking establishments, dens of vice and/or blind pigs.
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How Common were Ontario’s Standard Hotels?

As previously noted, Julia Roberts states that while at the beginning of the 19th century Upper Canada was served by 108 taverns, or 1 tavern for every 350 inhabitants, by 1852 there existed 2723 establishments. The net result of the steep rise in taverns throughout the colony would be the overall reduction in the ratio of establishments to inhabitants. However, Ontario’s “Provincial Legislature Sessional Paper” of 1917 reveals that towards the end of the 19th century, throughout Ontario, the number of taverns licensees issued reduced year after year. Information contained within the “Ontario Provincial Legislature Sessional Papers” for the years that coincide with Federal censuses allow us to identify 1 Standard Hotel for every 2152 residents in 1921 whereas by 1931 there existed 1 Standard Hotel for every 3407 residents. Although Ontario’s Standard Hotels were a successor of Roberts’ Taverns, these numbers indicate that the hostelry trade that existed in early 20th century Ontario differed greatly from its 19th century predecessor.

However, the above numbers tell us more about the number of Standard Hotels in Ontario as a whole and do little to assist in determining the prevalence of establishments in the province’s many localities. As numerous historians have demonstrated, a wide array of factors

must be considered when attempting to understand and discuss the different needs and/or demands of Ontario’s numerous localities, be they urban or rural. Although specific criteria such as demography and population density were listed and no doubt considered when determining whether or not a locality required a Standard Hotel, they were but two factors License Inspectors incorporated into their recommendation either for or against the issuance of a License and Permit.

Identifying other criteria used in the decision making process can be discerned through an examination of the Standard Hotel License and Light Beer Permit applications as well as the License Inspector’s reports stored in the “LLBO Standard Hotel case files.” Although brief and concise pieces of paperwork, both sources included information outlining or defining the type of class or trade that an establishment catered itself towards as well as the quality and extent to which it could accommodate lodgers and diners. However, regardless of the factors that differentiated the many small communities across Ontario, the acts that governed the province’s Standard Hotels recognized the need for at least one functioning Standard Hotel in any locality. The first of these two acts was the Ontario Temperance Act (OTA) and was administered by the Board of License Commissioners (BLC) from 1915 until 1927. Upon repeal of the OTA in 1927, the province’s Standard Hotels fell under the purview of Liquor Control Act (LCA) and
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the BLC’s successor agency, the Liquor Control Board of Ontario (LCBO). Ultimately, when it came to recommending a Standard Hotel for a License and Permit, both agencies had to consider whether an establishment met the “needs” and “demands” of a given locality, in addition to its ability to supply adequate lodging or accommodation for the general public, tourists or any other type of transient guest. For example, in Alton, Ontario the lodging and accommodations available at the locality’s sole Standard Hotel, the Palmer House, was acknowledged as a “good service to public” and as a result retained its License and Permit as well as the privilege to sell light beer. The North Bruce Hotel retained its License and Permit as a result of the lodging it provided even though the license inspector reported that “the place is not as good as I would like.” In addition to such negatively descriptive language, the license inspector also admitted that “it is good enough for where it is” and that “this is a house that we are better with then without.” In fact, it was not uncommon for license inspectors to recommend an establishment for a License and Permit or its renewal based solely on the fact that the establishment in question was the only one in town. This was the case in Corbetton, where a license inspector, reporting on the Corbetton House, remarked that the locality was “only a small place and an hotel is needed here in winter especially.” Another example indicating the importance of lodging as a central criteria when issuing a License and Permit can be observed in a license inspectors comments, taken from the Leonard House’s application of 1927, wherein he identifies the establishment as “the only hotel in Warkworth and is much needed.” This was a bold statement for the inspector to make as the file contains numerous instances where authorities believed the proprietor was
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illicitly selling full strength beer and alcohol to children.\textsuperscript{85} Other reports that indicated their existed a “need” and “demand” for a Standard Hotel in the provinces smaller localities include the Connelly House, Commercial Hotel, and Mansion House which were located in Wales, St.George, and Tiverton respectively.\textsuperscript{86}

While the above examples attest to the fact that many localities had and required at least one Standard Hotel, capable of offering lodging and food, they do not account for or give reason(s) as to why additional establishments would and did exist in a particular locality. Examining just how prevalent Ontario’s Standard Hotels may have been in any given locality assists us in determining their primary functions and provides us with further insight into just who may have ventured into the establishment along with their reason for doing so. Unfortunately, although there exists a total of 1918 Standard Hotel case files, produced by Ontario’s License Inspectors between the years 1920 and 1946, many are incomplete, damaged and/or full of gaps. In addition, a simple on-line search reveals many other Standard Hotels operated during the given time frame and yet no file documenting their License and Permit applications or subsequent License Inspectors’ reports exist. Consequently, the fragmentary composition of files under examination make it difficult to determine both the exact number of establishments in operation throughout the province of Ontario or within a particular locality at any given time as well as any sort of complete history for the majority of them.

Making the historian’s task even more difficult is the fact that other discrepancies regarding whether or not an establishment was assessed as a Standard Hotel exist. For instance, a common occurrence License Inspectors faced when visiting a Standard Hotel was the
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applicants/proprietors inability to produce or present their License and Permit. While the inspectors would follow through with their reports, it is unknown whether or not the establishment in question would have been identified as a Standard Hotel in the records. Conversely, some of the Standard Hotel case files are merely records of the application for a License and Permit. This includes the Standard Hotel case file for Port Credit’s Rainbow Gardens, where as a result of the establishments’ owners past conduct, although an application was filed, no License and Permit was issued.\(^87\) In other words, the mere presence of a Standard Hotel case file does not imply a licensed Standard Hotel operated or existed.

Although the Standard Hotel case files are a poor tool for statistically determining the prevalence of Standard Hotels throughout Ontario, they are not without use. As demonstrated in On the Case: Explorations in Social History, government records often possess much more information than what was originally intended of them.\(^88\) When it comes to Ontario’s Standard Hotels, among other things, the “LLBO standard hotel case files” assist us in determining whether or not multiple Standard Hotels operated in any particular locality. Both the OTA and LCA required license inspectors to validate and verify the information submitted by applicants in addition to judging how the identified establishment compared with other Standard Hotels in the immediate vicinity by ranking its “place in order of quality.”\(^89\) The use of the word “quality” on the applications indicates the board’s concern with the suitability of the individual Standard
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Hotels in specific localities as well as how the establishments compared with the accepted societal norms of the period. Typically, License Inspectors categorized establishments in a particular locality by one of two methods. The first simply involved ranking the Standard Hotels in a locality linearly from highest to lowest or '1,2,3 and so on'. This seems to have been a process more suitable for areas where the number of establishments was minimal. Although such a method allows us to verify the presence of at least one or two other establishments operating in a given town, it does not give any indication as to the total number of Standard Hotels serving the locality. Ranking a Standard Hotel as '1,2,3, and so' on was not only a way to differentiate between establishments within a given locality, it could also be used to indicate the type of clientele the operator, as perceived by the License Inspector, catered towards.

The second method License Inspectors used when ranking a Standard Hotels “quality” often involved localities that contained a high number of Standard Hotels, although its application is observable in provinces smaller areas as well. Whereas the previous method simply ranked the establishments from highest to lowest, this method associated an establishment’s “quality” with the expected class or clientele it catered to. For example, the License Inspectors comments found on the Standard Hotel License application for the Maple Leaf Hotel in Peterboro describes the establishment as “third rate” and suitable for individuals from the “Labouring Class.”

Aside from indicating the class of individuals that were best served by the Maple Leaf Hotel, the License Inspectors conclusions emphasize the association between Ontario’s Standard Hotels and individuals from the working class. In the “Boys and Their Booze,” Heron discusses how both the consumption of alcohol and the saloons or taverns
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within which the activity occurred became central to working class masculinity.\textsuperscript{91} It would appear then, that even after the introduction of the OTA in 1916, Ontario’s Standard Hotel beverage rooms remained a space where workers could find “an informal, relatively open community of sociability.”\textsuperscript{92} A similar use of the two categories can be seen in many other Standard Hotel License applications, including that of Alliston’s Windsor Hotel. In this case, the License Inspector chose to describe the Windsor Hotel as “1\textsuperscript{st}” in order of quality and capable of catering towards individuals from the “commercial” trade.\textsuperscript{93} As a result of applying this method in order to rank a localities Standard Hotels with respect to “quality,” there existed the possibility that more than one establishment could assume 1\textsuperscript{st}, 2\textsuperscript{nd}, or 3\textsuperscript{rd}, as was the case for localities that had numerous Standard Hotels, such as Toronto.

Of the 19 Standard Hotel case files composed for establishments operating within Toronto, wherein the class of individuals catered towards is indicated, one was identified as 1\textsuperscript{st} in quality, while 8 ranked as 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 10 were identified as 3\textsuperscript{rd}. Furthermore, while only 2 Standard Hotel case files for establishments operating in Toronto were patronized by farmers and cattle drivers, all 18, including the “First class” Selby Hotel, indicated their respective Standard Hotels were perceived as suitable accommodations for transient and permanent guests.\textsuperscript{94} Although all 19 Standard Hotels had their applications reviewed by the same License Inspector, it is not entirely clear what separated those establishments identified as being 2\textsuperscript{nd} in quality from those described as 3\textsuperscript{rd}. As the applications contain similar language and phrasing, it would appear that a significant factor in the grading process involved the License Inspector’s overall opinion; something that is extremely difficult to gauge in his short, structured comments. As Malleck
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indicates in “The Bureaucratization of Moral Regulation,” the comments employed by License Inspectors conformed to a set of codes and norms that strove for objectivity and thus limited what could be said. However, as a result of a License Inspector applying this method, historians are better able to see what groups existed with any given locality or region as well as to draw conclusions as to the influence they might have exerted. For instance, that all 19 Standard Hotels in this sampling were described as suitable for the same, in all likelihood male, clientele suggests that the board recognized the “need” and “demand” for lodgings capable of accommodating two groups of individuals; those of a non-sedentary and transient nature as well as those without property whom required permanent but flexible accommodations.

In addition to ranking Standard Hotels within a given locality, License Inspectors were required to grade a hotel’s “quality…with regard to the needs of this locality.” This requirement reveals two aspects surrounding the BLC and LCBO’s perception regarding the “needs” of a locality and the Standard Hotels that fulfilled them. First, the task of defining, acknowledging, and verifying the “needs” of a locality fell to the board’s numerous License Inspectors. Second, it indicated whether or not License Inspectors believed a Standard Hotel successfully fulfilled the “needs” of a given locality. Ranking Standard Hotels in such a manner further empowered the BLC/LCBO as well as its License Inspectors, allowing them to legitimize and regulate various social behaviours throughout Ontario while at the same time denigrating or prohibiting many others.

Although a highly subjective term employed by the board in order to define the suitability of a Standard Hotel in a given locality, the BLC/LCBO and License Inspector’s often recognized the “need” for these establishments in Ontario’s diverse and unevenly populated localities.

Quantitatively speaking, a comparison of the total number of case files in various localities provides further insight regarding the “need” and “demand” of Standard Hotels in particular geographic regions. While the case files indicate that many of Ontario’s smaller towns only had one Standard Hotel, the same files show that towns and cities with larger populations were served by a greater number of Standard Hotels. For instance, while the case files identify 2 Standard Hotels operating in Teeswater in 1927, a small Ontario town, the records acknowledge the presence of at least 5 Standard Hotels in Owen Sound, 57 in Ottawa, and 114 for Toronto.96

Unfortunately, as telling as this information may seem, it is wrought with many of the previously noted errors that ultimately makes any quantitative analysis regarding the exact number of Standard Hotels operating within a given locality during a particular time frame highly disputable. Of particular importance are the lack of continuity and the omission of known Standard Hotels in the case files. These errors represent a significant hurdle for historians wishing to use the information contained within the case files in order to compile a quantitative analysis of Ontario’s Standard Hotels. However, combining data compiled from the “LLBO standard hotel case files” and the “Ontario’s Provincial Legislature Sessional Papers” allows some determinations to be made when it comes to the number of Standard Hotels operating throughout the province; in particular the uneven “need” and “demand” for Standard Hotels in Ontario’s many localities.

For example, a quick analysis regarding the number of Standard Hotels serving two localities in Ontario, Haliburton and Kincardine, reveals the uneven distribution of Standard Hotels throughout the province when based on population alone.97 Information contained with
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the case files indicate the presence of 2 Standard Hotels operating in Haliburton and 3 in Kincardine. While a detailed list of Standard Hotels contained within the Sessional Papers for 1924 confirms the presence of three establishments in Kincardine, it only notes 1 serving Haliburton. However, it is likely that the omitted establishment, known as the Fetterly House, operated as an unregulated Standard Hotel or boarding house during this period; a notion supported by a Standard Hotel License indicating 15 boarders were lodged at the establishment in addition to a License Inspectors reports describing it as a “boarding house for Mill hands.”

Aside from identifying the primary clientele of the Fetterly House, the License Inspector’s comments further emphasized the “need” fulfilled by the establishment. These two factors ultimately aided the establishments’ ability to receive a Standard Hotel License somewhere in-between the years 1924 and 1927.

Returning to our analysis of the Kincardine and Haliburton, the respective populations of the localities, as identified within the License Inspector reports, indicate that in 1928 Haliburton had 1 Standard Hotel for every 350 persons whereas in 1927 Kincardine had 1 establishments for every 733 of its inhabitants. While the ratio for Kincardine is twice that of Haliburton, as the Sessional Papers indicate, the existence of a second Standard Hotel in Haliburton was a recent occurrence. Prior to the issuance of a Standard Hotel License to the Fetterly House, a ratio of 1 establishment to every 600-700 individuals would have existed in Haliburton. Although these numbers might suggest parity among Ontario’s smaller localities when it came to the presence of
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Standard Hotels, further information within the Standard Hotel case files for establishments within Kincardine suggests otherwise. Considering the Royal Hotel’s Standard Hotel License for 1927 identified an average of 84 transient guests per week for its 34 available rooms, an average far above the 24 guests per week for the 47 rooms in all of Haliburton, it would appear that Kincardine had sufficient traffic to warrant the existence of more than 3 Standard Hotels. Although one might suggest that the operator of the Royal Hotel had falsified his application, a License Inspector report from 1929 indicates the town’s population had risen to 3000, meaning that there would be 1 Standard Hotel for every 1000 inhabitants, and notes the near completion of an addition to the establishment. While this data could be used to argue that Kincardine’s population could support more than 3 Standard Hotels. The lack of new establishments in subsequent years suggests either the LCBO or other potential proprietors perceived a lack of “need” and “demand” within Kincardine, regardless of its growing population.

Further indication that License Inspectors equated the “needs” fulfilled by Ontario’s Standard Hotels with factors other than a localities population is revealed when considering the ratios of Standard Hotels to residents in two of Ontario’s larger cities, Toronto and Ottawa. According to The Canada Year Book, published in 1932, Toronto contained a population of 521 893 in 1921 while Ottawa had 107 843 residents. Therefore, in 1921, Toronto possessed 1 Standard Hotel for every 4832 residents while Ottawa had 1 Standard Hotel for every 3994 residents. Although the Sessional Papers do not indicate how many Standard Hotels were operating in Toronto or Ottawa in 1931, the next census year, it is possible to approximate

whether the ratios of establishments to residents increased or decreased. As the total number of Standard Hotels operating throughout the province in 1931 was less than 1921, dropping from 1356 to 1007, we can assume that the number of establishments serving both Toronto and Ottawa in 1931 did not exceed the number present in 1921. Furthermore, as the census of 1931 indicates the population of both Toronto and Ottawa increased over the given period, to 631 207 and 126 872 respectively, it is reasonable to assume that the ratio of Standard Hotels to residents would remain equal to or greater in 1931 than it was in 1921. The dissimilar ratios of Standard Hotels to residents in the localities of Haliburton, Kincardine, Toronto, and Ottawa further indicate both the uneven “need” and distribution of Standard Hotels throughout the province of Ontario. Furthermore, these results suggests additional factors influenced License Inspectors recommendation of an establishment for a License and Permit as well as whether or not the BLC/LCBO issued one.

**Location, Location, Location: Locating Ontario’s Standard Hotel**

Although the Standard Hotel case files may not necessarily assist us in determining just how common or numerous the establishments were in Ontario’s many villages, towns, or cities, they do identify the typical locations within the various localities where one might expect to find a Standard Hotel. Information to this effect can be found by plotting the supplied addresses, a requirement of the application process though not always given, of the Standard Hotels within a particular locality onto a map. In turn, this reveals those areas within Ontario’s localities where Standard Hotels predominated. Utilizing the plotted map in conjunction with knowledge of the locality, such as the type and flow of traffic in and around it, whether or not the area is under/overdeveloped and how the area was used in the given time frame (for instance, between
1916-1934) can assist in determining if the establishments occupied a location of prominence or obscurity. As Huxley argues in *Spatial Rationalities*, the efforts by civic authorities to arrange and organize the various institutions in a given region were attempts at what she describes as “dispositional spatial rationality.”¹⁰² Huxley describes this as a process by which individuals, in particular those in charge of urban planning, attempt to develop “order and organization” in addition to fostering “efficiency and utility through spatial arrangement” while at the same time minimizing threats of chaos and/or disorder.¹⁰³ As a result of identifying the locations Ontario’s Standard Hotels occupied, we are further informed as to whether or not localities understood these public establishments to be legitimate, respectable establishments; dens harbouring and supporting social vices; or some combination of the two.

Smaller towns, typically those covering a small geographic region and containing a population below 1500 inhabitants, such as Wales, Warkworth, and Durham, provide excellent examples of Standard Hotels being prominently and centrally located. The first two, Wales and Warkworth, had only one hotel each that were located on main thoroughfares in their localities (the county highway and Main St respectively).¹⁰⁴ As for Durham, we know of at least two Standard Hotels in operation serving the 1200 inhabitants and visitors of this town, both of which were situated on the town’s main street, Garafraxa St.¹⁰⁵ Therefore, the accessibility, centrality, and readily visible locations assumed by the above mentioned Standard Hotels within their respective localities aligns with the municipal and provincial authorities view that the activities

¹⁰³ Ibid., 777.
¹⁰⁴ Connelly House, Wales, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-213, AO; Leonard House, Warkworth, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-795, AO.
¹⁰⁵ Hahn House, Durham, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1801, AO; Hillcrest Hotel, Durham, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1802, AO.
occurring within the establishments were socially acceptable.\textsuperscript{106} Ensuring individuals were capable of readily accessing and identifying these various forms of public institutions not only further legitimized such businesses, it reinforced the power imbued within the authorities and their ability to regulate specific social functions and activities.

Although drawing a similar conclusion regarding the location of Standard Hotels in the provinces larger localities, geographically and demographically, is somewhat more difficult to accomplish, the case files indicate a predominance of establishments operating in plain sight and on major travel routes. For instance, for locals and visitors to Owen Sound, the King George Hotel, the Comely House, and the Blue Water Inn were all situated on along main travel routes or important avenues.\textsuperscript{107} It was similarly the case in the city of Chatham, where the Tecumseh Hotel was located along a main road heading into town, the Glassford House was located in the Market Square, and the Brisco Hotel was situated in the heart of the city, along King St.\textsuperscript{108} Even Toronto, Ontario’s largest metropolis, had its Standard Hotels situated in prominent and readily visible locations throughout the city. Individuals visiting Toronto’s Centre Island, a popular local vacationing and recreational spot, could find food and lodging at one of many Standard Hotels, including the Casino Hotel along Manitou Rd.\textsuperscript{109} Individuals who may be looking for accommodations in downtown Toronto could find “clean & comfortable” rooms at the New Strathcona on York St, while those interested in lodgings along Queen St., depending on one’s preference, could find accommodations at the Boulevard, Alexandra, Queen City, or Gibson.

\textsuperscript{107} King George Hotel, Owen Sound, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-362, AO; Comely House, Owen Sound, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-359, AO; Blue Water Inn, Owen Sound, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-357, AO.
\textsuperscript{108} Tecumseh Hotel, Chatham, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-528, AO; Glassford Hotel, Chatham, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-514, AO; Brisco Hotel, Chatham, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-506, AO.
\textsuperscript{109} Casino Hotel, Toronto, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1244, AO.
Hotels. If none of these sufficed, the Imperial, American, Clyde, Arlington, York, and National could all be found within short distance of one-another along King St. The presence of Standard Hotels within Toronto were not limited to the core or popular tourist regions of the municipality either. Although situated in obscurity, located within the commercial district along the outskirts of Toronto to the North-West, the Subway and Hotel Peacock occupied prominent positions within their respective geographies. Both of these Standard Hotels took advantage of their locations, on Keele St and College St respectively, making them readily visible and accessible for “cattle drovers” as well as “transient and permanent” guests.

However, any “need” or “demand” a Standard Hotel fulfilled extended beyond the mere geographic location the establishment occupied and incorporated the type of clientele it catered towards. In such situations, “need” or “demand” was defined by and associated with an individual’s social class or wealth and the ability to use such standing in order to acquire amenities or services not commonly available to others. Establishments such as Toronto’s American Hotel its clientele base by providing amenities many of Toronto’s other Standard Hotels were incapable of providing. The “need” and “demand” it fulfilled were those associated with patrons who were seeking guest rooms with either an attached bath or the availability of running water. Furthermore, by charging upwards of $5.00 per night for rooms
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110 New Strathcona Hotel, Toronto, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1318, AO; Boulevard Hotel, Toronto, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1237, AO; Alexandra Hotel, Toronto, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1225, AO; Queen City Hotel, Toronto, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1338, AO; Gibson House, Toronto, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1278, AO.

111 Imperial Hotel, Toronto, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1294, AO; Piccadilly Hotel, Toronto, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1329, AO; Clyde Hotel, Toronto, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1249, AO; Arlington Hotel, Toronto, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1228, AO; York Hotel, Toronto, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1388, AO; National Hotel, Toronto, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1316, AO.

112 Subway Hotel, Toronto, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1363, AO. Hotel Peacock, Toronto, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1327, AO.
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with these amenities, the American Hotel ensured the clientele that were capable of affording these rooms would reflect and further emphasize the prominence of the establishment.\textsuperscript{115} However, the availability of accommodations that catered towards a more affluent and prominent clientele was far from the norm. All of the examined Standard Hotel case files for Toronto reveal that establishments provided some sort of accommodation for no more than $1.50 per night. The availability of rooms within all Standard Hotels at reasonable rates suggests the presence of two aspects when it came to the hostelry trade in Toronto. First, any demand for modernized or upscale accommodations was limited and prevented proprietors from solely directing their business to such patrons. Second, Ontario’s Standard Hotel proprietors insured they fulfilled the most common and important institutionalized requirements for those within the hostelry trade, the availability and accessibility of lodging for all members of the public.

Whether or not a Standard Hotel’s success or ability to remain in business was a result of the prominent or obscure location it occupied in a given locality is difficult to say as the reasons for closure are seldom listed in the case files. Although the BLC/LCBO, and their many License Inspectors commented upon the “needs” or “demand” a specific Standard Hotel within a given locality fulfilled, a proprietor’s “success” was never associated with his or her location but rather their own conduct, industriousness, and desire to operate a respectable and legal establishment. In other words, an applicant was issued a License and Permit based on a determination by the BLC/LCBO that a successful business could be operated. However, as many Standard Hotels ceased operations, changed ownership, or downgraded to restaurants and boarding houses, it would appear there was more to operating a successful and respectable establishment than just the effort put forward by its operator.

\textsuperscript{115} Ibid.
Who was Patronizing Ontario’s Standard Hotel?

As License Inspectors were endowed with the ability to use their own judgment when it came to recommending a particular establishment or operator, opinionated decision making as such requires one to consider just how much, if any, bias was present in the process.116 For instance, did a License Inspector favour establishments that catered to a particular type of clientele over another? Therefore, this section will make use of the Standard Hotel case files in order to illustrate the various social and class based groups that License Inspectors perceived as the patrons of Ontario’s Standard Hotels. Typically, the clienteles Ontario’s Standard Hotels catered towards were defined in one of the following six ways: tourist, commercial, transient, general public, the working man’s boarding house and lastly, the hotels serving labourers and farmers.

In addition to implying the type of individual that a particular establishment catered towards, Standard Hotel’s that were associated with a “tourist” clientele base were incorporated from two distinct forms. The first involved Standard Hotels that operated solely during the summer months, such as the Glenwood Summer Resort on Stony Lake, and often allowed their License and Permit to lapse in the off-season.117 The second form involved Standard Hotels that operated year round, as was the case with Chatham’s Brisco Hotel.118 With respect to the latter type, it was not uncommon for License Inspectors to deem such establishments as suitable for catering to other segments of the trade, in particular “commercial” interests.119 Although
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116 It is important here to remember that the “Class or Trade catered to” question on the application form was situated under a list of questions that the License Inspector was required to answer when assessing the individual establishments. Therefore, the “Class or Trade” identified on the application may not reflect the actual clientele base but rather the opinion of the License Inspector and how he interpreted or viewed the patrons of a given Standard Hotel.
117 Glendwood Hotel, Stoney Lake, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-911, AO.
118 Brisco Hotel, Chatham, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-506, AO.
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composed of two different groups of individuals, the association between “tourist” hotels and those suitable for “commercial” clientele seems to have been based upon the overall assessment of the establishments in question. Hotels that catered towards these two groups often received above average comments regarding their ability to serve the needs of their respective locality in addition to being ranked first among the “order of quality” with respect to other Standard Hotels in the area. Nonetheless, due to a lack of tourism within certain regions of Ontario, Standard Hotels operating in rural areas, such as the Brunswick Hotel in Colborne, were identified as having a “commercial” clientele base even though they offered amenities and services that rivalled their “tourist” counterparts.120

As noted, the significance of Standard Hotels identified as serving a “tourist” clientele base implied their suitability for a particular class of individual. In *The Second Greatest Disappointment*, social historian Karen Dubinsky discusses the significance and social makeup of the tourist trade in the Niagara Region in early 20th century Ontario.121 In particular Dubinsky outlines how the tourist trade was segmented along class lines.122 Although reforms to working conditions were enacted towards the end of the 19th and into the 20th century, Dubinsky notes how a majority of the working-class were still incapable of leisure travel.123 As a result, individuals that made up the “tourist” trade often came from the middle or upper-classes as it was they who were capable of accruing the superfluous income and time needed to vacation.

With respect to Ontario’s Standard Hotels then, those defined as catering to a “tourist” trade would have been establishments suitable for middle or upper-class individuals.
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Additionally, Dubinsky’s work discusses the restructuring of the tourism industry within the Niagara region as a result of a reduction in tourism revenues when compared to an increasing number of tourists. More specifically, she indicates how businesses within the Niagara region attempted to diversify and expand the available amenities and/or services in order to encourage longer vacation periods from a broader segment of the population as well as to increase overall revenues related to tourism. However, the rise of leisure time and superfluous income would not have been limited to individuals travelling to the Niagara region. In fact, it is reasonable to assume that the change in the demography of tourists would have occurred throughout the rest of the province and across Canada in a somewhat consistent matter. Consequently, the application of the term “tourist” to a particular establishment’s License and Permit was an indication that the License Inspector responsible for reviewing the application believed the hotel in question to be suitable for individuals from the middle and upper-classes. As “tourist” establishments often offered the widest and newest amenities and services, their reception of the highest grades within their respective communities reaffirms Malleck’s position that a Standard Hotels requirements were arranged in order to emphasize the modernity and progressiveness of early 20th century Ontario.

Similarly to “tourist,” the term “transient” was used to define Standard Hotels that catered to groups of people in need of accommodations while travelling. According to Dubinsky, individuals from the working-class had neither the excess time nor income to engage in the tourist trade. Therefore, the decision by License Inspectors to use the term “transient” was a result of the need to differentiate between establishments based on class distinctions.
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Furthermore, Standard Hotels that were identified as catering to a “transient” clientele were establishments that License Inspectors believed were aptly suited for individuals from the working-class. For instance, Toronto’s Subway Hotel, which according to its Inspector’s report catered to a “transient” class or trade, was also described as a “3rd Class” establishment and “patronized mostly by Cattle Drovers.” Consequently, although many Standard Hotels accommodated a travelling clientele base, terms such as transient, tourist, and commercial were employed by License Inspectors in order to emphasize the class differentiation within the perceived clientele base of a given establishment.

While some of the terms used by License Inspectors differentiated between clienteles, others were used in order to identify an establishment that catered to more than one group. For many small town or rural Standard Hotels it was not uncommon for the phrase “general public” to be used when identifying a clientele base. The reason License Inspectors applied such a general and ambiguous term to so many Standard Hotels is a consequence of a combination of reasons. First, as previously noted, many towns only had one hotel with which to serve any sort of traveler, regardless of social standing, employment, or background. Second, the limited size and population of many of the towns produced a more homogeneous social makeup than would be found in larger and denser populations, resulting in the inability for the License Inspector to identify any particular clientele base as dominant. Third, as no other options existed, the clientele patronizing these Standard Hotels were quite literally, generally composed, with the only social relationship existing between patrons being a need for lodging, accommodation and/or food.

As previously mentioned, very little differentiated a boarding house from a Standard Hotel, the main difference’s being that the latter required a dining area in order to serve patrons in
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128 Subway Hotel, Toronto, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1363, AO.
addition to possessing certain privileges as a result of obtaining a License and Permit. The ease with which a keeper of a boarding house could set up a dining area frequently led License Inspectors to suspect that the establishment in question had no intention of operating as a Standard Hotel but rather simply wanted to be able to legally sell light beer. However, depending on the needs of the locality and regardless of the perceived deteriorating conditions, it was not uncommon for a License Inspector to recommend, what he perceived to be, a boarding house for a License and Permit. This was the case for Collingwood’s Manitoba House. While the case file does not explicitly say why the Manitoba House retained its License and Permit, that the License Inspector chose to describe the establishment as “a working man’s boarding house” suggests there existed a demand for accommodations in Collingwood suitable for individuals from the working class.

The final category of hotels includes Standard Hotels that catered to either “labourers” or “farmers” and ultimately differentiated from boarding house’s as a result of subtle differences regarding the service’s they provided to the immediate vicinity. As identified by Heron in “The Boys and Their Booze,” male working-class drinking practices were an important vehicle by which men could express and reinforce their masculinity. While boarding house’s provided a location for working-class men to reside, those defined as suitable for “labourers” or “farmers” further incorporated the intent and meaning of a Standard Hotel, as defined by the BLC/LCBO. Although separate designations, the terms “labourers” and “farmers” were applied in order to describe an establishment that while providing suitable accommodations, directed its attention towards serving light beer and lunches to individuals from the working class or agricultural communities. For instance, the proprietor of Cartier’s Paty House requested a License and Permit.
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in order to serve light beer and meals to the neighbouring lumber camps.\textsuperscript{132} Other examples include the Comely House as well as the City Hotel, both located in Owen Sound, which were said to have a clientele base largely composed of “farmers”.\textsuperscript{133} While the Comely House and City Hotel met the LCBO’s requirements for acquiring a License and Permit, information contained within their respective case files suggests they operated under a business model other than one dedicated towards temporary accommodation for travelers. In particular, both Standard Hotels contained a limited amount of lodging, respectively 30 & 15 rooms, in comparison to the vast amount of space allotted for parking automobiles, 35 & 30, and stabling horses, 175 & 50. When combined with the knowledge that the seating capacity in each hotel’s dining room, 70 & 36, exceeded their lodging capacity, one can only conclude that the revenue associated with food and/or refreshment were far more important to the respective operators. Similar to scenarios where Standard Hotels were merely described as no more than a “working man’s boarding house,” the previous example indicates how License Inspectors consistently recommended License and Permits to establishments that were able to meet the particular needs or demands of a locality, even if that predicated one aspect of the trade over another.

\textbf{Chapter Conclusion}

The recurring theme throughout this chapter has been the existence and presence of a wide array of Standard Hotels, throughout Ontario’s numerous localities, serving an unevenly distributed, diverse, and often socially stratified population. While the “needs” and “demands” of cities such as Chatham, Owen Sound and Toronto were fulfilled by numerous Standard Hotels,

\textsuperscript{132} Paty House, Cartier, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1056, AO.
\textsuperscript{133} Comely House, Owen Sound, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-359, AO; City Hotel, Owen Sound, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-358, AO.
taking into consideration the population of a locality reveals that smaller towns or villages, including Haliburton and Kincardine, often possessed a greater number of establishments. Furthermore, while the Standard Hotels of larger localities were able to cater towards a particular segment of the population, many other places throughout the province, such as Alton, Corbetton, and Warkworth, retained the services of a single establishment with which to facilitate their diverse “needs.” Although many of the Standard Hotel case files for these Standard Hotels are littered with infractions, most of which were related to alcohol, provincial License Inspectors continually recommended the renewal of their License and Permits. Often, such action was the result of the License Inspector’s recognition of the greater utility associated with a given establishment, in particular a Standard Hotels ability to accommodate the needs of its particular locality.

Recognizing the particular “needs” and “demands” fulfilled by Ontario’s Standard Hotels, both the BLC and LCBO as well as their many License Inspectors opted to further incorporate public establishments into society. This was accomplished by ensuring Ontario’s Standard Hotels remained legitimate and respectable establishments, as outlined in the LCA and its preceding act, the OTA. In contrast to illegal drinking establishments, colloquially known as “blind pigs” and quickly becoming associated with various social vices and stigmas, Ontario’s Standard Hotels did not need to operate outside the purview of the law or on the outskirts of town in order to remain in operation. In fact, examination of the Standard Hotel case files revealed that many Standard Hotels were located in readily accessible and visible areas within their respective localities. As both a legislated and socially accepted institution, Ontario’s Standard Hotels remained in the forefront of society, frequently situated at important geographic points in both
rural and urban areas in addition to being positioned along major highways between localities as well as in areas dominated by the tourist trade.

Lastly, this chapter has outlined how the BLC/LCBO and their many License Inspectors made use of existing socially as well as class defined categorizations in order to define whose “needs” and “demands” an individual Standard Hotel might best fulfill. Although classifying Standard Hotels as suitable for serving tourists, commercial business, the general public, labourers, or farmers required authorities to adhere to socially constructed stigmas or stereotypes, it allowed them to justify the use and utility of a given establishment within a particular locality. While such a process had a very real practical application in Ontario’s denser and more populated localities, such as Toronto, its impact was severely limited in the province’s smaller towns and areas that were served by one or even two Standard Hotels. Although the process of grading Ontario’s Standard Hotel may have been more suited to Ontario’s urban localities, its replication in the provinces rural and less populated regions further indicates the BLC/LCBO’s recognition of the diversity of “needs” and “demands” that existed throughout the province. As indicated on numerous occasions, the task of fulfilling the often incongruent and different “needs” and “demands” among and within Ontario’s numerous localities fell upon Ontario’s Standard Hotels, which existed in as diverse a capacity as the individuals they served.
Chapter Two

Relationships: Proprietors, the BLC/LCBO, and Ontario’s Heterogeneous Localities

In an effort to better depict their argument, historians have often portrayed late 19th and early 20th century Ontario’s localities as composed of dichotomous groups of individuals, who were frequently opposed to the opinions and beliefs of one another. At the most basic level, divisions operated along religious, class, and regional lines: i.e Catholics versus Protestants, the Working-class versus Middle-class, and rural versus urban localities. With respect to the continual debate surrounding alcohol, these groups often assumed either a “Wet” or “Dry” position. However, the works of historians such as Carolyn Strange, Lynne Marks, and Julia Roberts have shown the provinces’ localities were in fact composed of a complex array of “communities.” Aside from running much deeper than the aforementioned simple categorizations allow, the plurality of “communities” that were present often pitted individuals or...
groups, who were construed as allies, in opposition to one another. As sites where alcohol could be served and consumed, the existence and operation of Ontario’s Standard Hotels was frequently a topic of the debate. While the debate surrounding alcohol has been discussed, only a couple of historians have chosen to examine how public establishments within Ontario, in particular the Standard Hotels, were perceived by individuals patronizing or residing within their vicinity. This chapter aims to identify how different “communities” within the province’s diverse localities perceived the day-to-day operations of Ontario’s Standard Hotels and influenced an establishment’s ability to receive or renew a Standard Hotel License and Light Beer Permit.

Responsible for catering to the frequently conflicting “needs” and “demands” of patrons and individuals within a given locality, Ontario’s Standard Hotels became highly contested sites. This resulted in the operations of a Standard Hotel, the activities occurring within them, as well as the conduct of its proprietor, being severely critiqued by the authorities and the “communities” residing within a given locality. In order to start/remain in operation, applicants/proprietors of Ontario’s Standard Hotels were forced to negotiate the wide array of perceptions regarding the hostelry trade. In addition, an establishment’s operator had to conduct
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his/her Standard Hotel in accordance to regulatory standards set forth in the Ontario Temperance Act (OTA) and subsequently the Liquor Control Act (LCA.) As the previous chapter demonstrated, Ontario’s Standard Hotel operators customized the services their establishment offered to reflect the particular “needs” and “demands” of their immediate locality. This chapter, on the other hand, examines the factors that influenced the dynamic relationships that developed between the State and the owners of Ontario Standard Hotels. In doing so, this chapter will indicate how the relationships that developed between these groups either benefitted or hindered a proprietor’s ability to acquire or retain a License and Permit.

With respect to the purpose and extent of the various relationships, the argument presented here differs from those presented in other histories of public drinking establishments in Canada. For example, Peter DeLottinville’s *Joe Beef of Montreal* outlines and discusses some of the relationships developed in Joe Beef’s Canteen, a late 19th century Montreal tavern. DeLottinville dedicates his examination to understanding the working-class bonds that existed and were formed as a result of the actions and conduct of Joe Beef’s operator, Charles McKiernan. This study differs from DeLottinville’s as it incorporates examples from numerous Standard Hotel case files in order to indicate how specific sets of relationships influenced the Board of License Commissioners (BLC) as well as the Liquor Control Board of Ontario’s (LCBO) enforcement of regulations with respect to Standard Hotels operating throughout Ontario between 1920 and 1934.

With respect to the geographic region of Ontario, Julia Roberts argues in *In Mixed Company* that Upper Canada’s taverns were composed of a heterogeneous clientele drawn from
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all segments of society. This required patrons of Upper Canada’s taverns to negotiate a compromise when it came to the highly sought after comforts these establishments provided. As such, the questions Roberts asks are directed towards understanding how individuals cohabitated within Upper Canada’s taverns. In order to answer her questions, Roberts draws upon numerous examples from an array of sources. Ultimately, a lack of sources that contain information on Ontario’s Standard Hotels between 1920 and 1934 differentiates this thesis from that of Roberts. Instead, this chapter uses those sources available in order to identify how the activities occurring within one of Ontario’s Standard Hotels were perceived and reacted upon by both the BLC/LCBO and individuals from the immediate locality.

In *Try to Control Yourself* Dan Malleck discusses how the regulations enacted by the LCBO ultimately dictated a patron’s experience in Ontario’s post-prohibition public drinking establishment. Consequently, he does examine relationships that developed between members of the LCBO and Standard Hotel operators. As previously noted, Mallecks argues that the relationships between these groups was a byproduct of the LCBO’s attempt to enforce “a specific value system” on Ontario’s citizenry. While agreeing with Mallecks assessment of the LCBO’s method of operation, this chapter will identify how relationships involving the proprietors and their localities as well as the localities and the LCBO could be equally influential when it came to “standardizing” Ontario’s Standard Hotels.
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A Proprietor’s Relationship with the BLC/LCBO

Although the case files typically do not explicitly state how the relationship between an operator and LCBO or its License Inspectors was formed or maintained, they do indicate the presence of one that exists in a capacity far beyond the common anti-liquor campaign rhetoric. At their simplest, these relationships are perceived via short statements within correspondence, usually indicating that an applicant or operator was previously known to the board, as was the case with the proprietor of Durham’s Hahn House. Built around the start of the 20th century, the Hahn House was a 25 room, 3 story brick and frame establishment that boasted a large dining room capable of seating over 100 people, lavatories on the main floor and “good” bathrooms on each of the upper floors.\(^{146}\) Although consecutive License Inspector Reports described the Hahn House as “deteriorated,” its housekeeping and cleanliness were described as “firstclass” while all other aspects were “good” or “fair”.\(^{147}\) Physical and observed appearances aside, these statements aid our ability to infer the type of relationship existing between the proprietor and the LCBO. For instance, a letter from the Director of Permits to the mayor of Durham states the LCBO knows the operator of Hahn House “personally and very much regret that he should allow himself and his hotel to be compromised in this way.”\(^{148}\) That the board regretted the actions of the proprietor along with the events that “compromised” his establishment “very much” indicates a relationship that went beyond that of service provider and inspector. In addition, the decision to return the proprietors License and Permit so long as the he gave “positive assurance of strict observance of henceforth” is further proof that the board operated with leniency.\(^{149}\)
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The meaning attributable to this sort of action, that is not revoking an establishment’s License and Permit, in Ontario’s era of public prohibition, 1916-1934, differs from the period that follows. Malleck argues that in post-prohibition Ontario the LCBO rationalized that the best way to retain control and enforce compliance, with respect to the liquor traffic, was to allow its procurement and consumption in heavily regulated environments.\textsuperscript{150} Therefore, the full-strength beer served in post 1934 licensed beverage rooms, as discussed by Malleck, were for all intents and purposes within the confines of the law. To revoke a proprietor’s License and Permit, as a result of any number of violations, could ostensibly create an underground traffic that operated outside the LCBO’s control. However, during the period covered in this thesis, 1927-1934, any Standard Hotels serving full-strength beer were already operating outside of the law and thus part of an underground or illicit trade. As Malleck notes in his article “The Bureaucratization of Moral Regulation” the issuance of a License and Permit not only extended the power of the LCBO to the applicant but made him/her “an ‘agent’ of the LCBO.”\textsuperscript{151} An unintended consequence of this transfer of authority was the implication that the actions of any given Standard Hotel proprietor were, in effect, legitimized and authorized by the LCBO. As an entity of the provincial government, the LCBO had to be extremely cautious when it came to issuing Licenses and Permits in order to preserve its legitimacy and respectability. Additionally, during Ontario’s era of public-drinking prohibition (1916 and 1934), the inability to procure a License and Permit merely limited a proprietor’s ability to profit from privileges associated with being a Standard Hotel, including the sale of temperance beer, cigarettes and tobacco.\textsuperscript{152}
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applicants could still operate their establishment as a boarding house or restaurant, depending on which service predominated. Subsequently, the action of revoking a License and Permit in prohibition era Ontario served two purposes. First, it removed the ability for an individual to use a government issued License and Permit, as well as the authority it conveyed, as cover for their illegal activities. Second, it allowed the LCBO to maintain and preserve its image of respectability by distancing itself from individuals that participated or engaged in the illicit trafficking of alcohol.

Although the particular scenario that unfolded with the Hahn House reinforces the importance attributed to the presence of a Standard Hotel in a locality, it also represents the existence of particular type of relationship between the proprietor and LCBO. The absence of direction or steps outlining how to properly run a Standard Hotel, a common inclusion with correspondence to other operators given a second opportunity, suggests two things. First, at least one individual at the LCBO personally knew the Hahn House’s proprietor. Second, that the Director of Permits believed the proprietor was a respectable individual who knew how to properly operate a Standard Hotel.

Examples outlining the unique relationships existing between Ontario’s Standard Hotel proprietor’s and the BLC/LCBO, as observed with the Hahn House, reinforce the importance of considering the manner in which individual operators interacted with the respective boards in addition to the responsibilities they assumed within their localities. Take for example a letter from the Director of Permits to the proprietor of the Grand Central Hotel in Haliburton. The Director outlined that the responsibilities of a Standard Hotel keeper, caring for travelers and
their belongings, required an operator who held his own conduct in high regard.\textsuperscript{153} Aside from revealing that the board frowned upon a proprietor who had a fondness for drink and/or had been charged for being intoxicated, it also stigmatized such individuals with notions of immorality, irresponsibility, and a lack of industriousness. Furthermore, the Director of Permits reiteration of how a proprietor’s poor conduct results in a “blemish on a hotel man’s record” not only represents the damage that could be inflicted to the individual operator but the board as well.\textsuperscript{154}

As Malleck indicates, “proprietors were, in essence, agents of the LCBO” and as result, their actions reflected upon the board’s integrity as they had issued the operator the License and Permit.\textsuperscript{155} Consequently, proprietors incapable of operating a respectable establishment not only raised questions regarding their own actions, they might raise reasonable suspicion among the general public as to the board’s perceived motives.\textsuperscript{156} Therefore, the relationships between proprietors and the BLC/LCBO were rather tenuous and far from entrenched. Although centered on an operator’s actions or conduct, whether or not these relationships existed in a positive or negative manner was up to the discretion of the board’s and their License Inspectors. While many positive relationships remained, those deemed to be negative frequently resulted in the board attempting to distance itself from such operators via a cancellation or revocation of one’s License and Permit.

However, canceling or revoking a proprietors License and Permit in order to distance themselves from negatively stigmatized behaviour, such as intoxication, was not the only form of action the board took. Many of the case files reveal that from time to time, and per the circumstances of given infraction, the board opted to issue a warning to the individual under

\textsuperscript{153} Grand Central Hotel/Lucas House, Haliburton, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-386, AO.
\textsuperscript{154} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{155} Malleck, \textit{Try to Control Yourself}, 67.
\textsuperscript{156} Ibid., 71.
examination. Such warnings, similar to the one issued to the proprietor of the Grand Central Hotel, typically stated that a continuation of the current behaviour would result in the cancellation of an operator’s License and Permit. Interestingly enough, a number of proprietors retained their respective License and Permit, an indication that they had conformed to the board’s wishes or that the establishment served a purpose to the locality beyond that of being a poorly operated Standard Hotel or even worse, a blind pig, brothel, or gambling den. The fact that statements found in the License Inspector’s reports for the Grand Central Hotel described the establishment as “a very good hotel,” “a necessity to this village and community,” and “a credit to your department” no doubt assisted this particular proprietor’s ability to retain his License and Permit. Not only do they justify the License Inspector’s decision to recommend a License and Permit be issued, they reaffirmed the board’s faith that the applicant would conduct a respectable establishment and that his presence benefited the community, as well as the purpose and mandate of the board.

The extent and type of action taken by the LCBO in the scenario involving the proprietor of Haliburton’s Grand Central Hotel was by no means a singularity and can be observed occurring in other localities throughout the province. For instance, the small town of Tiverton in Bruce County was home to some 200-400 individuals between the years of 1927 and 1931, during which time only one Standard Hotel operated, the Mansion House. According to its proprietor, a tenant, the 3 story, brick Mansion House was built c.1890, contained 10 guest rooms and could accommodate up to 40 individuals in its dining room. While many of the amenities offered at

157 Blue Water Inn, Owen Sound, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-357, AO; American Hotel, Sydenham, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-320, AO; Victoria Hotel, Port Lambton, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1827, AO.
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the Mansion House were common to many rural Standard Hotels, stoves for heating, pumped water, and outside toilets, License Inspectors continually noted how the operator had allowed the property to deteriorate.\(^{161}\) Recognizing the need for a Standard Hotel within the locality resulted in the Director of Permits corresponding directly with owner of the property. Having confirmed that the issue involving the Mansion House was the tenant itself, the owner promptly “put him out” and brought in another operator who could produce more favourable references.\(^{162}\) Additionally, the owner was able to exemplify her commitment to owning a first class Standard Hotel as well as her own industriousness and progressive work ethic as she tended too many of the required improvements outlined by the License Inspectors in their reports.\(^{163}\)

The scenario involving Tiverton’s Mansion House also indicates that when it came to subtle infractions or violations, proprietors and owners who observed or acquiesced to the BLC/LCBO’s demands were typically shown greater mercy than operators who argued or opposed authorities. Exposing the inherent demeanors operators expressed towards the authorities, in support of or opposition to, can be accomplished through careful examination of case files that contain material describing interactions between the two participants. Similar to the way in which many individuals incorporate meaning or intent within their choice of words or the manner in which they employ them in oral discussions, words within written correspondence are also employed with specific connotations.\(^{164}\) Although tones that express cynicism, sarcasm, acquiescence, and empathy (to name a few) are readily interpreted and understood in oral conversations, elucidating their presence in written text is much more difficult. As a result,

\(^{161}\) Ibid.  
\(^{162}\) Ibid.  
\(^{163}\) Ibid.  
\(^{164}\) Franca Iacovetta and Wendy Mitchinson, "Social History and Case Files Research," in \textit{On the Case: Explorations in Social History}, ed. Franca Iacovetta and Wendy Mitchinson (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1998), 11-15. Additionally, \textit{On the Case} provides individuals with a range of articles that explain and identify how historians have analyzed and used such documents while discussing past historical events.
although determining the meaning encoded in an individual’s words can provide insight into the relationship(s) he/she had, it is a process wrought with difficulty, contradictions, and opposition.165

Frequently we assume that governmental case files contain nothing but the facts, allowing us to identify the truth in any scenario. However, the documents within these files, including the “LLBO standard hotel case files,” are often filled with constructed or biased opinions, ideas, and decisions.166 To take these accounts at face value only guides our understanding or interpretation of the events, and subsequently the truth, to be what the owners of the records intend it be. Consequently, such an approach only acknowledges one side of the relationship and ignores the existence of ulterior motives among the various parties. With respect to Ontario’s Standard Hotels, one such motive consisted of the fact that many of the proprietors communicating with the board did so in order to provide them with the best chance of receiving a recommendation. As Strange notes in *Stories of Their Lives: The Historian and the Capital Case File*, case file contents are much more “than words or pictures on paper” as they allow us to “analyze how meanings were organized and…how meanings informed social action.”167 For example, in “*Close that Place of Hell*: Poor Women and the Cultural Politics of Prohibition” Michael Willrich acknowledges “that petitions constrained as well as empowered their authors” as they required individuals to defer a certain amount of authority those they were writing to.168 However, Willrich declares that the petitions’ authors were “clearly aware” of the existing power
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relations and “tailored their accounts” in order to make their “experiences ‘legible’ and their claims “legitimate.”

With respect to Ontario’s Standard Hotel case files, the manner in which proprietors and third parties employed their language when conversing with License Inspectors or other members of the BLC and LCBO is of importance: were they hospitable or combative, antagonistic or friendly, dominant or submissive. Deciphering the meaning encoded within a proprietor’s words not only allows for elaboration upon their relationships with the various License Inspectors or the BLC and LCBO, but also allows for a more thorough understanding of the roles and positions of the operators within their various communities. For instance, the proprietor of the Manitoba Hotel in Collingwood returned his License and Permit, as requested by the LCBO, but included a letter indicating they could “put them in a frame,” ensuring the board were well aware of the operator’s lack of interest in retaining any sort of positive relationship. Aside from being indicative of a disagreeable relationship, the proprietor of the Manitoba Hotel believed he had exhausted all avenues that would have allowed him to retain his License and Permit. He was also aware that, as a result of consecutive poor reviews, no plea or explanation would assist him. Not all of these encounters depict a negative relationship between the two based on the inability to account for past misdeeds. Situated in Collingwood, the 3 story, 26 guest room Tremont Hotel was a Standard Hotel that was clearly on its way to losing any and all privileges. One License Inspector even went so far as to forego submitting a report and instead wrote a 3 page letter wherein he described conditions as “deplorable,” that “there was not one bed that I would sleep in for one hour,” and noted how the cellar had “at least two inches of
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170 Manitoba Hotel, Collingwood, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1019, AO.
water in it.”171 However, that same letter noted the good conduct and civility extended towards the License Inspector, by the Tremont Hotel’s proprietor, even when he was told a renewal of his License and Permit would not be recommended.172 While consecutive reports and reviews of the Tremont Hotel vary, from operating as a gambling house to a “well conducted” establishment, the board’s recommendation that a new License and Permit be issued was secured partially as a result of the proprietor’s humble and civil demeanor in addition to the high work ethic and industriousness he displayed by improving and maintaining the overall quality of his establishments: characteristics that the LCBO believed a desirable operator should have.173 Additional support for the Tremont Hotel arose from an individual who previously opposed its continued operation and will be discussed in more detail later.

The repetitive and standardized language used by License Inspectors in the Standard Hotel License and Light Beer Permit application forms are indicative of a system that attempted to create an overall general template by which proprietors could be interpreted and quantified. In correspondence between the LCBO and Standard Hotel applicants/operators in post 1934 Ontario, Malleck argues that the board often implemented a passive voice in addition to indirect language as it implied a similar type of objectivity typically used in scientific writing.174 While the language employed by the BLC/LCBO, including the Director of Permits and the many License Inspectors, in years prior to 1934 certainly took on a similar form, a quick study of some of the case files reveal the inherent difficulty surrounding the categorization of Ontario’s Standard Hotels by such subjective terms including: well kept, clean, fair, good, and first class.
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Due to the requirement for License Inspectors to consider the individualized demands and needs of Ontario’s numerous localities, many analyzed and graded Ontario’s Standard Hotel operators not in relation to proprietors from other jurisdictions but rather to those existing within the locality that the aforementioned Standard Hotel resided in. The generality with which terms, in particular “demand” and “need”, were applied and answered by License Inspectors is recognition on their part of the non-uniform requirements existing in Ontario’s many diverse localities. Consequently, the relationships between the BLC/LCBO and Standard Hotel proprietors incorporated both subjective and relative levels of integration with respect to issuing a License and Permit. On the one hand, a subjective hierarchical structure within a given locality was developed in order to assign and equate specific Standard Hotels with certain social classes. On the other hand, the need to ensure a suitable amount of Standard Hotels were available to the varying demographic makeup of Ontario’s numerous localities required a relative comparison and equation of the establishments. Therefore, the relationship between a particular proprietor and the authorities is partially understood as a means by which the BLC/LCBO could construct a hierarchical list of “suitable” Standard Hotels that were capable of servicing the numerous and segregated “communities” present within a given locality.

As previously noted, the LCBO was responsible for overseeing the management and operation of Ontario’s Standard Hotels, in particular those spaces dedicated to the consumption of alcohol. Furthermore, as a government entity, the LCBO was responsible for eliciting and maintaining a level of respectability that coincided with the values of the majority of the provinces constituents. By the 20th century temperance advocates and anti-liquor interests had learned how to effectively organize campaigns to voice their opinions regarding alcohol. 175

175 Bellamy, "The Canadian Brewing Industry's Response to Prohibition, 1874-1920," 12.
However, such a premise only indicates the manner and extent to which they lobbied as opposed to their alignment with the majority of Ontario’s constituents. In fact, Hallowell’s *Prohibition in Ontario, 1919-1923* has shown how convoluted and teetering the debate regarding prohibition was in Ontario, requiring 3 referendums within 5 years and elections in 1919, 1923, and 1926 where successful candidates needed to make use of both “Dry” and “Wet” votes in order to secure victory.\(^{176}\) As for Ontario’s Standard Hotel case files, they depict an array of relationships that involved members from both camps as well as individuals whose opinions resided in-between the two extremes. While many of the examples used throughout the previous section identified proprietors whose reputations or conduct endangered the LCBO’s respectability, there were scenario’s that developed whereby the board opted to retain the services of a particular operator, as observed with Haliburton’s Grand Central Hotel and Tiverton’s Mansion House.

Consequently, the extent to which the board attempted to distance itself from individuals that could damage its “authority” is inconsistent. The case files for the Grand Central Hotel and Mansion House indicate the relationships between a License Inspector and a particular proprietor or owner was contingent on many localized factors, in particular the determination as to whether or not there existed a “need” or “demand” for a given Standard Hotel in a locality, as well as the personal interactions between operators/owners and License Inspectors.\(^{177}\) Although the process by which License and Permit applications were submitted to the BLC or LCBO may have been standardized, a License Inspector’s requirement to consider many localized factors when making their recommendations, for or against an establishment, resulted in a non-uniform application of Ontario’s liquor legislation throughout the province.\(^{178}\) In other words, as opposed to simply
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being hegemonic in their structure and order, a proprietor’s relationship with the LCBO incorporated complex socially localized factors and individual interactions. In order to understand the diverse roles, purposes, and positions Standard Hotel operators assumed in Ontario’s many localities, one needs to examine the relationships developed between a proprietor and individuals within his/her environs.

A Proprietor’s Relationship with His/Her Locality

Facilitating the “needs” and “demands” of various communities within a given region resulted in the construction of independent and unique relationships between Ontario’s Standard Hotel operators and the constituents of their respective localities. Although the Standard Hotel case files were constructed by the LCBO, they do include instances that allow us to determine how an operator was received by the individuals and groups within their respective locality, i.e. positively, negatively, or a combination of the two. In order to determine that a proprietor’s relationship with his/her locality existed in a positive capacity, it must be apparent that “communities” served by the particular Standard Hotel accommodated and incorporated the “needs” and “demands” of the localities they resided in. Conversely, we can interpret the relationship between the parties as being negative if the proprietor in question was incapable of identifying and facilitating the “needs” and “demands” of the various “communities” within his/her locality. While one might think that this allows for a straight-forward analysis of Standard Hotels within a given locality, it does not. The reason for this is the numerous and often incongruent and segregated “communities” that were present in early 20th century Ontario localities. For instance, as identified by License Inspectors, the “communities” that made use of Ontario’s Standard Hotels assumed many forms, including the daily lunch crowd, commercial
salesman, tourists, working-class labourers, cattle drovers, transient migrants, and long or short term boarders. Furthermore, as a result of the differing sociopolitical and economic factors impacting Ontario’s diverse localities, although many may have contained similar “communities,” no two contained a similar set of “needs” and “demands” with respect to the hostelry trade.

Complicating the matter further was the wide range of interpretations that existed as to whether or not a Standard Hotel operator conducted him/herself as well as his/her establishment in an appropriate and respectable manner. Consequently, similar to the relationships between proprietors and the LCBO, creating a general template that defines the relationship existing between Ontario’s numerous proprietors and their respective localities is not possible. However, while a macro-definition may be inadequate, micro-analysis of the individual relationships between Ontario’s Standard Hotel operators and the “communities” within their respective localities allows for a more complete and representative history.

Although proprietor’s accounts of their daily operations and interactions are limited, many of the individual case files contain correspondence from various individuals within a given locality to the board discussing a range of topics with respect to a specific proprietor or a particular Standard Hotel. Typically, these letters were a result of an individual either vouching for or arguing against the presence of a particular proprietor or a Standard Hotel in their locality. Additionally, it was not uncommon for various groups to organize petitions, again, both for and against certain operators and/or establishments. In fact, such a scenario presented itself during the application of a former License Inspector’s bid to operate a “Proposed Hotel” at the Southeast corner of the College St and Ossington Avenue intersection, in Toronto.179 That
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numerous individuals supported its presence, “provided the said hotel is operated by [the] Ex-
Inspector,” suggests the applicant in question was thought to be a respectable and emblematic
citizen who, due to his previous experience as a License Inspector, would operate an
establishment that best reflected the board’s wishes. Unfortunately for the applicant and his
many supporters, opposition to a License and Permit being issued was much stronger. In this
instance, the opposition forces made use of the supposed “social” ramifications of having a beer
parlour in close proximity to a local public school, a topic to be discussed later. Unfortunately,
the case file abruptly ends after a License Inspector report of the establishment and does not
explicitly state whether or not a License and Permit was issued. However, it is highly unlikely
that the staunch opposition developed towards the operation of the “Proposed Hotel” would have
ended had the application been approved. Additionally, a search of other sources detailing the
existence of Standard Hotels within Toronto reveals no indication of the “Proposed Hotel” ever
coming into operation.

The letters and petitions to the LCBO regarding the “Proposed Hotel” reveal two important
aspects of public-drinking establishments that either garner little attention or are ignored
altogether: the depiction or desire for a Standard Hotel in a given locality as well as communal
support for a particular proprietor. For example, a letter from a particular collection of City of
Toronto employees in addition to one from The Irvin Lumber Company Ltd. can be found within
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the case file for Toronto’s Subway Hotel.\(^{183}\) Both documents express the benefit the proprietor brought the immediate vicinity, describing the establishment as a “handy & clean place & convenient to other workers” while suggesting the boards belief that the “hotel was not a benefit to the community” was incorrect.\(^{184}\) Although the Subway Hotel was the site of liquor related infractions, letters such as those contained within its case file not only assisted a particular proprietors ability to retain his/her License and Permit, they had the ability to sway or reverse decisions of the board. Consequently, instances such as those discussed in the case file for Toronto’s Subway Hotel indicate a proprietors relationship to his/her locality was the result of their ability to fulfill specific needs and demands within the vicinity. In addition to this, it was common for constituents to express support for a particular proprietor as well as highlighting the ways in which the operator benefited the locality.

As seen in the example for the “Proposed Hotel” in Toronto, not all correspondence is indicative of a positive relationship existing between a proprietor and the members of his/her locality. In fact, the case file for the previously discussed Leonard House in Warkworth contains a relay of correspondence between the Director of Permits and a constituent suggesting a highly negative relationship existed between the locality and the establishment’s operator. Statements such as “the public opinion is in sympathy with the action taken” with respect to a raid conducted at the Leonard House as well as “last year a popular petition prevented him from opening a pool room as it would, under his management, perhaps be an unwholesome influence in the village” indicate a portion of the locality perceived that the current proprietor was incapable of operating a Standard Hotel.\(^{185}\) In addition to this, subsequent comments including “women prefer to pass on the other side of the street rather than go through the crowd and run
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the chance of getting an unpleasant whiff” and “travellers avoid staying over night if possible” point out ways in which the establishment negatively impacted the locality both socially and economically.186 Lastly, the concerned citizen concludes one letter by claiming “I am confident public opinion would oppose [a Light Beer Permit] being granted. Warkworth has been a local option area.”187 This last comment aimed to influence the board’s decision as it insinuates that a majority of people within the locality oppose the perceived intentions of the current proprietor.

However, letters from the previously discussed individual could also be used to indicate the Leonard House did in fact fulfill the “needs” and “demands” of a particular segment of the locality. For instance, aside from describing the ways in which the Leonard House violated the law, this concerned citizen also claimed that “the hotel is crowded with men on Saturday nights.”188 Although taken from a source opposing the Leonard House, this statement suggests men within or around Warkworth recognized the capability of the proprietor to satisfy their “needs” and “demands”; even if they did revolve around the illegal distribution of liquor. Furthermore, instances describing “crowded” Standard Hotels serving full strength beer or liquor also represent the opposition that existed towards Ontario’s period of public prohibition.

While some comments indicated the presence of questionable and/or illegal conduct, additional correspondence in the Leonard House’s case file expresses support for the proprietor along with his ability to conduct a respectable and honest (legal) establishment.189 Although short and mostly composed of comments that oppose claims made by others, a letter from the Reverend of a local Roman Catholic Church attains importance due to the inherent authority and respectability bestowed upon its writer. By describing the proprietor as a “gentleman” the
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Reverend associates the action and conduct of the operator with those of respectable, honest, and law abiding individuals. These comments along with those opposing the proprietor are indicative of multiple complex and often incongruent relationships that developed between operators of Ontario’s Standard Hotels and various members of their localities.

Positive or negative relationship aside, the correspondence advocating against the Leonard House’s proprietor provides another statement that indicates the diverse range of ideologies and beliefs that existed in Ontario’s numerous localities. The comment in question describes how “a good hotel would give [the proprietor] a fair living, but he apparently wants to make money without effort.” What makes this comment of interest is the duality its represents when it comes to an individual’s industriousness and conduct. Clearly, the individual in question believed that offering goods and service that a locality apparently demanded, evident by the large crowds that patronized the Leonard House, did not exemplify the type of industriousness and conduct that should be associated with Standard Hotel proprietors. In other words, this statement is recognition of the stigmatization surrounding a proprietor’s (and other individuals) conduct when it did not conform to a particular type of ethos as advocated by certain individuals with respect to societal regulations; moral or legislative.

While many of the previous examples identify the existence of opposing ideologies in order to outline or create a perception of the complex relationships proprietors entered into, there are many scenarios that adequately represent how an operator facilitated the needs of his/her locality without emphasizing any sort of conflict. Located at the northwest corner of King St West and John St, the Arlington Hotel could be described as centrally located within Toronto. A 4 story brick and stone establishment, with a verandah on the South side and what appears to be an inner
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courtyard, the Arlington Hotel was a sizeable Standard Hotel with over 104 guest rooms, most with running water, and housing a dining room that could seat over 80 individuals.\textsuperscript{192} Described as “well kept,” “well furnished,” and having “good meals served at reasonable price” the Arlington Hotel was a popular establishment that housed more than 40 boarders and accommodated approximately 300 transient guests a week.\textsuperscript{193} In addition to the large number of guests that lodged at the Arlington Hotel, the establishment also attracted a significant amount of business from various organizations looking to hold annual meetings. On 3 separate occasions in 1921, the Arlington resided as the meeting point for groups including the Ontario Beekeepers Association, the Ontario Shoemakers and Repairers, and Master Harness Makers.\textsuperscript{194} While this sort of information points to the development of a positive and beneficial relationship between the proprietor of the Arlington Hotel and the “communities” it served, there were setbacks. A prosecution card contained in the Arlington Hotel’s case file outlines the conviction and incarceration, in 1928, of one of its employees for a breach of the LCA.\textsuperscript{195} However, this infraction hardly seems to have raised any eyebrows at the LCBO as in 1929, the Arlington Hotel’s operator applied for and received his License and Permit without any hesitation from the board or opposition from the general public; another indication that the proprietor conducted himself in a manner which allowed him to foster positive relationships with the various members of his immediate locality.
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No more than 10 blocks east from the Arlington Hotel along King St, the operator of the Clyde Hotel attempted to diversify his business opportunities in a manner similar to the Arlington Hotel.\textsuperscript{196} It appears as though the proprietors of these two establishments may have been related as aside from sharing the same last name, both were born England and seem to have accrued mirroring years of service in North America.\textsuperscript{197} However, the hereditary and familial incorporations to be found within the hostelry trade are an entirely different subject worthy of their own research. Rated as a “3\textsuperscript{rd} class” establishment, License Inspectors described the Clyde Hotel as “well kept” in addition to being “under capable management.”\textsuperscript{198} Although in operation for over half a century, the current proprietor of this 4 story brick establishment had only been in charge since 1920.\textsuperscript{199} However, during his tenure as proprietor of the Clyde Hotel, there is evidence to suggest he attempted to provide additional services to his locality in order to draw in more business.\textsuperscript{200} In 1922 the Clyde Hotel’s stables were the site of McGregor’s Horse Exchange, where auctions were held every Monday and Thursday at 11am.\textsuperscript{201} Additionally, a set of announcements in \textit{The Globe} indicate that tickets to the first annual banquet of the Old George Street School Association could be purchased at the Clyde Hotel.\textsuperscript{202} While the exact financial gain for participating in these ventures is unknown, they do represent the proprietor’s interest in using his establishment in manner that allowed for other legitimate business to prosper in addition to promoting respectable social gatherings. However, any benefit this brought the proprietor of Clyde Hotel seems to have been limited to mere opportunities as opposed to
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efficient business management. In 1928, as a result of taxes and rent in arrears, the contents of the Clyde Hotel were sold at a public auction and the proprietor was asked to return his License and Permit.  

Examples such as those described in the above section indicate the relationships existing between a proprietor and his/her locality were much more complex and diverse than commonly believed. In contrast to the common temperance rhetoric that negatively stereotyped public-drinking establishments, Ontario’s Standard Hotels aimed to identify and serve the particular “needs” and “demands” of their localities in addition to providing a wide array of services. Due to the presence of multiple “communities” existing in any and all localities, it was common for conflict to erupt when it came to whether or not a License and Permit would benefit the immediate vicinity. As opposed to simply basing their decision on a License Inspector’s recommendation, the BLC/LCBO were forced to incorporate a large array of influencing factors when it came to approving or denying a particular Standard Hotel License and Permit. As the previously identified “Proposed Hotel” in Toronto suggests, the boards were forced to contend and consider arguments advocated by individuals and/or groups who supported and opposed such establishments. Furthermore, whether or not a Standard Hotel operator retained the social support of his/her immediate locality, the LCBO and its License Inspectors, examples such as the Clyde Hotel indicate the inherent difficulty operators faced when trying to conduct both a successful and respectable Standard Hotel.
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The Relationship Between a Locality and the BLC/LCBO

Many of the Standard Hotel case files previously identified in this study include instances where individuals or groups within a locality corresponded directly with the BLC or LCBO in order to communicate their position, for or against a given establishment or its operator. As such, these instances depict a third network of relationships that must be considered when discussing public drinking establishments; i.e. those developed between third parties (i.e. various “communities” or groups within a locality) and the BLC/LCBO. While Malleck has described the impact attributable to these relationships in Ontario after 1934, whether a similar scenario presented itself during the provinces’ prohibition on the public consumption of alcohol is unclear.\textsuperscript{204} Although the relationships developed between various members of a locality and the BLC/LCBO throughout this period may appear tertiary in importance, they exerted a significant amount of influence when it came to granting or revoking an operator’s License and Permit. An individual or group’s ability to effectively communicate their position, for or against a given establishment, aided the board in determining the extent to which the “need” or “demand” for the goods and services facilitated by a particular Standard Hotel existed. While these instances may only represent a small segment of a constituency’s position concerning a Standard Hotel, they are indicative of the diverse range of “communities” present in Ontario’s numerous localities. Therefore, while their presence within the Standard Hotel case files is limited, correspondence between the constituents of a particular locality and the BLC/LCBO is an invaluable source for scholars when it comes to furthering our knowledge of the role and presence public establishments assumed, regardless of the region or time period. To that end, this section will
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reexamine some previously identified case files and outline how social advocacy both favoured and hampered individual applicants or proprietors as well as their establishments.

While letters explicitly stating that discontent existed within a given locality regarding a particular establishment are rare in the Standard Hotel case files, the correspondence between License Inspectors and member of the BLC or LCBO often reference complaints that had been leveled against a proprietor. While the particular person(s) filing these complaints are often omitted, they do represent a particular level of interaction between various members or groups of a locality and the authorities. However, Malleck has noted both the ulterior motives of some individuals as well as the circumspection with which the LCBO received complaints regarding some of its Standard Hotels.\(^{205}\) That being said, fictitious or coerced accounts were not solely developed by individuals who opposed a particular establishment or its proprietor. It is highly probable that those who supported or vouched for a particular establishment did so in order to facilitate their own desires for a substance or activity that could not be found elsewhere or was deemed illegal by the authorities.

Located just inside the city boundary in West Toronto, south of the Canadian Pacific Railway and near the Irvin Lumber Company, the Subway Hotel, built c.1880, was a 3 story Brick establishment with a verandah along the front and a garage for housing lodger’s automobiles.\(^{206}\) Although the Subway Hotel’s 2 bathrooms and 3 lavatories were supplied with hot water, none of its 14 “poorly furnished but clean” guest rooms had running water.\(^{207}\) Additionally, the Subway Hotel’s dining room was capable of serving “straight meals,” at a cost

\(^{205}\) Malleck, \textit{Try to Control Yourself}, 173-176.

\(^{206}\) Subway Hotel, Toronto, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1363, AO.

\(^{207}\) Ibid.
of 40¢, to upwards of 50 individuals at any given time.\textsuperscript{208} Physical appearances aside, the Standard Hotel case file for the Subway Hotel includes examples and references indicating the presence of a distinct relationship between authorities and individuals within the vicinity of the establishment as well as the existence of opposing “community” opinions with respect to the establishment’s continued operation. Included in this is information that details the supposed positive position of the establishment in its immediate vicinity and the perceived negative attributes that had been brought to the attention of the LCBO. Although liquor infractions resulted in the operator’s personal liquor permit being revoked, he initially retained the License and Permit for the Subway Hotel; probably as a result of License Inspector reports that described him as a “capable Hotel keeper” and the establishment as a “a fairly well conducted hotel.”\textsuperscript{209} However, the Director of Permits did request that the operator contact him so that they could further discuss the situation and “thrash out matters” regarding the Subway Hotel.\textsuperscript{210} While the action taken by the Director of Permits may not have been the norm, the Standard Hotel case file includes a petition, signed by a collection of City of Toronto workers, and a letter from the manager of the Irvin Lumber Company indicating “community” support for the proprietor of the Subway Hotel existed.\textsuperscript{211} However, the petitions seem to have been more reactionary to action taken by the board as opposed to a continued discourse surrounding the importance of this particular establishment. Additionally, there is the possibility that the protests and petitions that developed in support of the Subway Hotel could have been no more than the result of individuals who wanted continued access to illicit goods and services. Conversely, although the source is
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never identified, the reception of information alluding to the sale of liquor at the Subway Hotel indicates that at the very least, one individual opposed this establishment’s current operation.

In the particular case described above, the shortcomings of the operator, described as having “an unfortunate weakness for liquor,” seem to have been negated for some time as a result of perceived “community” support that existed and License Inspector reports describing the establishment as “a fairly well conducted hotel.” Unfortunately for the operator, the group’s inability to develop a positive relationship with the LCBO meant it produced very little influence. Additionally, as the complaints leveled against the Subway Hotel were confirmed via raids upon and seizures within the establishment and considering the high number of Standard Hotels in Toronto at the time, it is likely that the LCBO believed those lobbying in support of the Subway Hotel could have easily found food and legal refreshment nearby. In other words, the petitions written in support of the Subway Hotel did little to emphasize any “need” or “demand” for this particular establishment within the immediate vicinity that could not be found elsewhere. Only by improving the overall condition and redecorating the establishment was the operator able to retain his License and Permit for the following year. Although the case file abruptly ends after a subsequent liquor infraction, the fate of the Subway Hotel is known. As the Subway Hotel’s operator’s wife was the proprietor of Toronto’s Heydon House, a quick examination of that Standard Hotel case file reveals that the prior establishments License and Permit were in fact cancelled.

The Subway Hotel is not the only case file that entails a relationship developing between the “communities” within a locality and the LCBO. The case file for a “Proposed Hotel” in
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215 Heydon House, Toronto, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1289, AO.
Toronto contains petitions both for and against its existence. Located at the corner of College St. and Ossington Ave., this particular building was 3 stories, built of brick and stone, and while it formerly held a bank, its current occupants included a flower shop, a hairdressing parlour, and apartments on the upper floors.\textsuperscript{216} In this instance, the length and significance of the relationship is limited to reactions concerning the “Proposed Hotel” and how it would impact the vicinity. However, the arguments in support of and opposed to its operation do mirror those that were present in the petitions for the Subway Hotel; namely a lack of factors indicating any sort of need for the operation of this particular establishment and a number of reasons as to how the “Proposed Hotels” existence might negatively impact the immediate area. In particular, those opposed to its existence indicated how the establishment would be a “menace” to children passing by on their way to the local public school, not more than 550 feet from the “Proposed Hotel.”\textsuperscript{217} An additional concern centered on the belief that the beverage room located in the “Proposed Hotel” would only act as a “drinking space” that “would be a detriment to the morale and would depreciate the value of real estate in the locality.”\textsuperscript{218} When compared to the individuals in favour of the “Proposed Hotel,” who only had “no objections to an hotel be operated” in their locality, those who opposed a License and Permit being issued clearly did a better job at eliciting their concerns, regardless of their inherent subjectivity.\textsuperscript{219}

While these two examples might be used to suggest that the LCBO associated and favoured the “Dry” forces, they more adequately represent a government agency that aligned itself with the third party’s that best justified their position and argument. In both examples, the individuals or groups who were in favour of maintaining/opening an establishment gave no indication as to
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how or why it would benefit them. In the case of the Subway Hotel, authorities recognized the establishment was used by many individuals but only in a manner that could easily be found elsewhere.\textsuperscript{220} As for the “Proposed Hotel,” no reasoning is supplied as to why the individuals who signed the petition did so. In contrast, those opposing the establishment identified its proximity to a church and school, indicating the negative moral ramifications that would be created should the hotel open. As shown, the Standard Hotel case files for the Subway and “Proposed” hotels include instances outlining the methods by which third parties cultivated relationships with the LCBO. Furthermore, these examples indicate the influence that third parties were capable of exerting upon the LCBO when it came to issuing or renewing License and Permits.

As noted though, the Subway Hotel was and the ‘Proposed Hotel’ would have been located in Toronto. The superfluity with which public establishments existed in urban localities, in particular Toronto, meant the “need” and “demand” regarding a particular establishment had to exist in a capacity beyond that of simplicity - I.e. Lunch, light beer, and/or lodging. In contrast, due to the monopoly provincial legislation created for Standard Hotels on particular goods and services, smaller localities required the continued operation of their limited establishments in order to provide a legitimate, regulated venue for such demands.\textsuperscript{221} Therefore, when it came to Standard Hotels in a rural setting, at times the BLC/LCBO and their many License Inspectors were required to broaden and relax the parameters surrounding an establishments “need” or “demand” as well as reducing their specificity. With respect to those supporting or advocating for an operator as well as his/her establishment, this translated to greater leniency on behalf of the board when it came to an individual or groups ability to justify their position. Conversely,
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those opposing a particular operator or establishment now had to give more than sufficient reason and justification that such facilities were a detriment to a locality and should be shut down.

Take for example the situation involving the Leonard House and the relationship between a concerned citizen and the Director of Permits. The lone Standard Hotel in the village of Warkworth, with a population of approximately 600, the Leonard House had been serving its residence since its construction in c.1870; although its current proprietor had only been in operation since 1924.\(^{222}\) The establishment itself was a 3 story, brick building, with 17 guest rooms, the ability to serve somewhere between 70-80 individuals in its dining room and a couple of overhung toilets.\(^{223}\) License Inspector Reports included varied descriptions regarding the quality of the establishments, including “cheap” furnishing in the bedrooms while those in the dining-room were “clean” and “fair.”\(^{224}\) However, the issues cited by the concerned citizen revolved less around the Leonard House’s furnishing and had more to do with the manner in which its proprietor conducted himself. While the concerned individual could be identified as well-respected citizen, the grievances and concerns he cited with respect to the conduct of the establishments operator were not enough to influence the board to revoke the proprietor’s License and Permit. This does not mean that the board took no action as a License Inspector was sent to determine the acuity of the accusations and raids were conducted in hopes of catching illegal activities in the act.\(^{225}\) In the end, as a result of a generally positive review by the License Inspector, a letter from an equally respected citizen that dispelled some of the accusation, and the inability to capture any hard evidence against the operator, the Director of Permits opted only to
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caution the proprietor on the importance of proper and acceptable conduct and allowed him to retain his License and Permit. In this instance, the demand for a Standard Hotel coupled with the lack of alternative accommodation in the locality and the establishment’s proximity (or lack thereof) to a more heavily populated region influenced the board to side with the operator.

The case file for the Leonard House also makes us aware of the importance of just “who” is corresponding with the board. As Malleck indicates with his wonderful example of the fictitious Mrs. A. Jones, the societal position associated with a particular individual or patron often influenced the extent to which the board acted. With respect to this thesis, many of the examples taken from the case files indicate that third parties occupied a position of respectability; for instance, the case of the concerned citizen in Warkworth. However, other examples can be found within the case files to represent the associations between an individual’s gender, class, or social positioning and its ability to influence the LCBO. Aside from acquiescing to the specific demands of the LCBO, Collingwood’s Tremont Hotel garnered support from an unlikely candidate, allowing the establishment to retain its License and Permit. Although numerous raids turned up empty, complaints and reports of questionable activity resulted in the Chief Constable staking out the establishment wherein he documented a suspicious amount of activity, ultimately resulting in the operator being convicted for operating a gambling den. However, as opposed to distancing itself from the Tremont Hotel and its proprietor, a series of events led to the issuing of a new License and Permit. After a stern report from the Director of Permits, the operator complied, fixing many of the outstanding physical and structural issues outlined in the License Inspectors reports. Aside from resulting in a positive review from a subsequent License Inspector, the operator of the Tremont Hotel also benefited from the support
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of the previously opposed and suspicious Chief Constable. Indicating that the establishment was now being “well conducted” and that “no further complaints” has been filed, the Chief Constable went on and stated he had “no objections” to the board issuing a License and Permit.\textsuperscript{229} Although circumstantial on its own, a letter from a License Inspector to the Director of Permits described the Chief Constable as “a straightforward and aggressive officer, quite reliable and fair,” suggesting he was someone they could trust to make decisions that were in the best interest of locality.\textsuperscript{230} Additionally, his suggestion that the board act on the Chief Constable’s advice is further representative of the influence individuals of notable standing could enact in the board’s decision making process. Clearly, as a result of social or communal empowerment instilled within individuals of high standing, it was not uncommon for the board to use their input when it came to recommending an operator and/or establishment.

Many of the aforementioned examples indicate the board was willing to communicate with individuals who occupied a position of importance or benevolence within a locality – i.e. government official, priest, or legitimate business operator. However, there is a distinct lack of input or advocacy from those groups that would otherwise be classified as a minority: i.e. the needy or poor, immigrants, and the working class. Although a group of labourer’s did lobby for the Subway Hotel, in the form of a petition, it did little to advocate how the establishment bettered the locality it served and as previously mentioned, only had a short term impact on the operators ability to retain his License and Permit. This suggests that the type and extent of action taken by the BLC/LCBO against an operator or establishment was related to either board’s ability to determine the validity and veracity of a third party’s input. Although never explicitly
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stated, the above examples indicate the board associated the legitimacy of the information supplied by an individual or group with their social or class status.

As shown, the BLC/LCBO’s ability to determine the “need” and “demand” of these establishments often required input from the individuals and groups residing in the given localities. While the petitions and/or correspondence implicate the utilization of specific public establishments, they also represent the diverse type and range of relationships that existed between the BLC/LCBO and members of Ontario’s numerous localities. Additionally, the examples demonstrate the inappropriateness of compartmentalizing the provinces constituents position towards Standard Hotels, in particular the goods and service they offered, by such simplistic terms as either “for” or “against.” As with many other aspects of day-to-day living, social signifiers, including religion, gender, and class greatly influenced a person’s inclination towards these public establishments along with the services and amenities they provided. Complicating the matter further is the realization that there existed a myriad of social and individualized factors that could impact a person’s disposition towards any or all of Ontario’s Standard Hotels. Ultimately, the extent to which third parties were able to influence the BLC/LCBO in the License and Permit decision making process requires one to consider all the above mentioned factors.

**Chapter Conclusion**

This chapter has made use of the LCBO’s Standard Hotel case files in order to understand the complex array of relationships that existed between the BLC/LCBO, license inspectors, applicants/operators and members of a given locality. It has shown how the relationships that developed between the involved parties were influenced by many factors, examples of which
included, but were not limited to: whether or not the region in question could be identified as rural or urban; the demography of the given locality; the manner in which the applicant/operator expressed and/or conducted himself; and objective representation of support/opposition in the given locality.

The BLC/LCBO and their License Inspectors were responsible for ensuring Ontario’s constituents and visitors complied with the regulations set forth in the OTA/LCA. As such, the BLC/LCBO and their License Inspectors possessed the power to approve, deny, suspend, or cancel an applicant/proprietor’s License and Permit. In order to retain the privileges associated with a License and Permit, Ontario’s Standard Hotel operators either acquiesced to, or attempted to justify how their actions reflected, the board’s demands. Additionally, for those Standard Hotel proprietors who the board deemed to be good operators, it was not uncommon for the BLC/LCBO or its License Inspectors to instruct or coach an individual on the appropriate and expected modes of conduct associated with operating a Standard Hotel. In this respect, the actions of the BLC/LCBO and their License Inspectors are attempts to implement a uniform code of conduct, with respect to Standard Hotel operators, throughout the province. Furthermore, the BLC/LCBO operated under bureaucratic mandates that sought uniform application and enforcement of the OTA/LCA. Consequently, both boards and their License Inspectors subjectively quantified various social and physical components related to an individual applicant/proprietor. This included aspects of an individual applicant/proprietor’s character and reputation as well as those of his/her Standard Hotel, as perceived by the boards and their License Inspectors.

The case files for the Arlington and Clyde Hotels provide examples of proprietors who allowed their establishments to be used by legitimate and respectable business or volunteer
groups within their respective localities. This resulted in the development of positive relationships between the proprietors of the Arlington and Clyde Hotels and numerous communities within their respective localities. However, the opposing “Wet” and “Dry” voices that were present in early 20\textsuperscript{th} century Ontario localities often made such a task extremely difficult. As was the case with Warkworth’s Leonard House, Standard Hotel operators were unable to gain unanimous support from the “communities” within their localities. This resulted in many proprietors directing their efforts towards aspects of business and trade that facilitated the “needs” and “demands” of certain “communities” within their localities.

Whether or not a License and Permit were issued to a particular establishment was also subject to the relationships developed between the various “communities” and the BLC/LCBO. Central to these relationships was the purpose with which they were developed. That is to say, many individuals attempted to coerce or influence the board in its decision making process when it came to the issuance of a specific License and Permit. As observed with the “Proposed Hotel” in Toronto and Warkworth’s Leonard House, such attempts were not limited to only those opposing a particular Standard Hotel but to the many who supported its existence as well.

The relationships that existed between individuals either invested or interested in the operation of Ontario’s Standard Hotels were products of the perceived “needs” and “demands” of the province’s numerous and diverse localities. This chapter has identified the manner and extent to which these relationships existed and developed. As this chapter has demonstrated, the relationships often revolved around a specific concern or problem that the Standard Hotel in question produced, supported or resolved. Most importantly, it has indicated how certain relationships were capable of influencing the BLC/LCBO’s decision to recommend, either for or against, the issuance of a License and Permit to a specific establishment and operator.
Chapter Three

Real and Imagined Concerns: Construction, Fire Safety, and the Regulation of Space

The Board of License Commissioners (BLC) and its successor, the Liquor Control Board of Ontario (LCBO) were tasked with ensuring that the province’s Standard Hotels conformed to regulations regarding form and function. In order to accomplish this task, the BLC/LCBO required a proprietor to submit a Standard Hotel License and Light Beer application that identified specific details regarding an establishment in order to ensure the accommodations were suitable for patrons and guests. However, as a result of the differing “needs” and “demands” of Ontario’s diverse and numerous localities, the look and layout of Standard Hotels operating throughout the province between 1920 and 1934 differed greatly. Aside from having Standard Hotels that operated throughout the year, there existed numerous “Summer” establishments that only operated during the warmer months when individuals, couples, or families vacationed. In regards to their physical construction, Standard Hotels could be single-story establishments composed from wood or multi-storied structures built from stone, cement, or brick. Many of provinces’ rural establishments had their toilets placed outside and had to pump or transport water into the establishment. In contrast, it was common for urban Standard Hotels to be attached to municipal water and sanitation systems, should they exist, allowing facilities to be placed within the establishments or the guest rooms themselves. An array of additional differences among Ontario’s Standard Hotels existed as well and included aspects such as the manner in which the establishments were heated, the availability of parking as well as stabling, the presence and location of a verandah, and lastly the dimensions, accessibility and visibility of beverage, dining, and sitting rooms.
That the BLC/LCBO required proprietors to provide details of specific features of an establishment – i.e. the presence of a verandah or the dimensions of a beverage room – suggests both board’s perceived such areas as problematic and of concern. This chapter will identify some of the primary concerns that the BLC/LCBO contended with while regulating Ontario’s Standard Hotels. It will demonstrate how these concerns often differentiated from those advocated by the array of individuals or groups found within the provinces’ localities. Additionally, it will outline how the BLC/LCBO managed and addressed these concerns as well as those of localities residents. In order to accomplish this, this chapter will draw upon examples from within the “Liquor Licence Board of Ontario’s standard hotel case files” in conjunction with excerpts from newspaper published during the period in question.231 These sources make us aware of the unique regulations that governed both “public” and “private” spaces within a Standard Hotel. Understanding these regulations reveals that the distribution and consumption of liquor was but one concern of the BLC/LCBO. Additional and arguably more important concerns regarding the provinces’ Standard Hotels included the potential risk of fire, the safety of individuals within the establishments, and a proprietors as well as his/her patrons adherence to certain codes of conduct and morality.

More and more academics have begun to investigate the development, institution and enforcement of the social codes of conduct, customs, and morality that were deemed appropriate by societies and legislated by governments.232 For instance, historian Lynne Marks has
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demonstrated how late-19th-century Ontario’s moralized middle-class perceived “street-corner loafers” as a threat who when left unattended possessed the ability to destabilize society. While her work focuses on Ontario’s smaller towns, the issues relating to appropriate modes of behaviour in public space would not have been limited to the localities of Thorold, Campbellford, or Ingersoll. Elsewhere, Renia Ehrenfeucht and Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris have highlighted the difficulties the municipality of Los Angeles faced when it came to regulating public sidewalks. In particular, Ehrenfeucht and Loukaitou-Sideris outline and discuss the modes of behaviour and conduct that were considered acceptable for individuals occupying these public spaces. Lastly, Peter Goheen has examined the process by which Toronto’s middle-class attempted to ascribe ideas and modes of appropriate behaviour, largely reflecting their own ideals, to public space. All of these studies indicate that late 19th and early 20th century municipalities throughout North America were being pressured to consider the problem of conflicting ideologies and interpretations when it came to “respectable” conduct and public space.

Proprietors and patrons respectability aside, the BLC/LCBO was also responsible for ensuring Standard Hotels remained safe spaces. Sara Wermiel’s “No Exit: The Rise and Demise of the Outside Fire Escape?” outlines the development of emergency egress from buildings...
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located throughout towns and cities in late 19th and early 20th century America.\textsuperscript{237} According to Wermiel, the history of fire safety can be differentiated between measures related to reducing the spread of fire within an establishment and those capable of offering an effective means of escape or egress to individuals trapped inside burning buildings.\textsuperscript{238} Many of the examples Wermiel provides regarding emergency egress were present within Ontario’s prohibition-era Standard Hotels while those described by Malleck as modern or progressive are absent. Consequently, Wermiel’s work aids in highlighting a particular aspect regarding how the BLC/LCBO approached the topic of fire safety within Ontario’s Standard Hotels.

With respect to Ontario’s Standard Hotels, Malleck has recently shown how beverage rooms operating in post-prohibition Ontario differed from those operating prior to amendments of the Liquor Control Act (LCA).\textsuperscript{239} He notes how regulations instituted in 1934 were “heavily restrictive” and resulted in features and activities that were previously associated with beverage rooms, including gambling, the “stand-up” bar, and the sale of beer for “off-premises consumption,” being altogether removed.\textsuperscript{240} This chapter will show that the regulations instituted by the LCBO, between 1927 and 1934, were representative of the board’s concerns regarding the use, conduct, and activities occurring within Ontario’s Standard Hotels. Furthermore, it will identify the areas, amenities, and features of Ontario’s Standard Hotels that caused the most concern for the BLC/LCBO.
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Construction and Physical Layout: Form, Function, and Fire

While Ontario’s Standard Hotels existed to provide accommodations and food to the general public, establishments operating in the rural regions of the province differed structurally from their urban counterparts. Generally speaking, this was a result of the need for the provinces rural Standard Hotels to fulfill a broader collection of “needs” and “demands” when compared to their urban counterparts. The structural differences that could be found within both urban and rural Standard Hotels throughout Ontario led to the production of unique spaces. This allowed proprietors to model their establishment in a manner that best suited the needs of their respective localities. With respect to the materials used in a Standard Hotel’s construction, it was not uncommon for establishments in Ontario’s rural localities to be entirely composed of wood, as was the case with North Bruce’s North Bruce Hotel.241 Another oft used construction method that was found in the province’s rural Standard Hotels, such as Cainville’s Maple Leaf Hotel, Teeswater’s Vendome Hotel, Caledon’s Sutton House, and Colborne’s Alexandra Hotel, involved the combination of wood and brick.242 As for Standard Hotels operating in Ontario’s urban localities, many identified brick as their sole construction material while on occasion some establishments were built of stone.243 This allowed Ontario’s urban Standard Hotels to overcome certain limitations regarding size and capacity that their wooden rural counterparts could not. By increasing an establishment’s size and capacity, owners/proprietors were able to cater to and accommodate larger segments of the provinces more urbanized and densely populated localities.

The structural limitations Ontario’s rural Standard Hotels faced, particularly those composed of
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243 Of the 25 “LLBO standard hotel case files” used in this thesis that identify establishments operating in Toronto, 18 listed their primary building material as brick.
wood, is best represented by their frequent limitation to just three stories. Conversely, Standard Hotels operating in the provinces urban localities were generally three stories to start and frequently consisted of more. For instance, the CP owned Royal York in Toronto was 28 stories when it opened in 1929.244

Directly related to the construction materials used in Ontario’s Standard Hotels was the very real risk of fire. Malleck has argued that the fire prevention measures found within Ontario’s Standard Hotels, such as the use of fire-proof materials, were implemented in order to emphasize modernity and progress.245 However, the majority of examples Malleck provides are of Standard Hotels that operated after 1934.246 Furthermore, Malleck’s work better addresses fire prevention developments within the provinces urban Standard Hotels. Absent from his work are examples of how License Inspectors, or the LCBO, assessed establishments operating in Ontario’s rural localities.247 An examination of Standard Hotel case files containing information of both rural and urban establishments, between the years 1927 to 1934, allows us to determine how the LCBO addressed the very real issue of fire. Additionally, such an examination allows us to conclude whether the actions undertaken by the LCBO were similar to those they displayed in post-prohibition Ontario, as described by Malleck.248 Although subtle, differences between the fire standards indicated by Malleck after 1934 and those existing prior to are identifiable. These include the prevalence and limited concern regarding the construction of wooden establishments; the presence and maintenance of alternative fire escape or egress measures, such as ropes of adequate thickness in all upper rooms; and the presence and size of verandahs.
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Malleck asserts that after 1934 the LCBO became concerned with the potential for fire in Standard Hotels that were constructed from wood. An analysis of a collection of “LLBO standard hotel case files” indicates the same cannot be said for the Standard Hotels in operation prior to 1934. While the presence of wooden Standard Hotels may have declined in the provinces urban regions, those containing wooden frames or composed entirely from wood were still common in Ontario’s rural or smaller urban localities. Although brick was identified as the primary construction material in over 60% of the 96 case files examined for this thesis, other options existed and were frequently used. Over 15% of case files listed wood as the sole construction material while 10% identified it in combination with another material. Lastly, establishments constructed of materials less prone to fire, including cement and stone, accounted for less than 7%. Most importantly, none of the examined case files include any notices or correspondence suggesting the LCBO was concerned about the potential fire hazard of wooden Standard Hotels. Prior to 1934 then, there is insufficient evidence to suggest that the LCBO was overly concerned with establishments composed of wood. By all appearances, the BLC/LCBO and their many License Inspectors readily accepted Standard Hotels that were solely composed of wood.

As noted, Malleck’s argument regarding the board’s concern with those establishments constructed of wood is based on a collection of files for Standard Hotels located in the provinces more densely populated, urban localities. Between the years 1919 and 1926, the number of Standard Hotel Licenses issued towards establishments within Toronto and Ottawa averaged 95 and 25 respectively. The presence of numerous establishments in any given locality meant the
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LCBO could afford to “pick and choose” which Standard Hotels most adequately represented the societal values and progressive tendencies the board sought to emphasize. As larger localities possessed significantly more Standard Hotels with which to accommodate the needs and demands of their respective “communities,” the loss of any particular establishment, due to its construction material, would have been minimal. Even the province’s smaller urban localities, such as Niagara Falls and Owen Sound, would have contained a sufficient number of Standard Hotels to offset the closure of any particular establishment within their boundaries. In contrast, Ontario’s rural localities often contained but a handful of Standard Hotels and at times were limited to just one. When the Hahn House had its Standard Hotel License and Light Beer Permit revoked, the Mayor of Durham noted how such action would inconvenience the “Travelling public” as the establishment was “the only Hotel down town.” Closing or refusing to issue a License and Permit for establishments within the provinces smaller localities would create a void with respect to the “needs” and “demands” they fulfilled.

As part of the License and Permit application process, Ontario’s Standard Hotel proprietors were required to indicate how they addressed the BLC/LCBO’s concerns pertaining to fire safety. This involved the identification of certain measures, including the type and quality of fire escapes in the establishment; the existence of any sort of verandah; and the presence of ropes in all rooms above the ground floor. Unlike the winch and pulley systems, parachutes, interior

license’s issued was identified. Elsewhere, the number of license’s issued was totaled by county or included more than one municipality.

252 The “Liquor Licence Board of Ontario standard hotel case files” (RG 36-1) contain records for 8 and 31 Standard Hotels, in Owen Sound and Niagara Falls respectively. However, one must remember that the case files included in the fonds were compiled between the years 1920 & 1946 and do not necessarily reflect the number of Standard Hotels operating in any given year. The number of case files for Owen Sound is proportional to the number of Standard Hotels identified, 38, throughout Grey County in the Sessional Papers of 1925. In contrast, the number present for Niagara Falls may be more representative of the many proprietors who attempted to enter into the hostelry trade as there were only reported to be 22 Standard Hotels in all of Niagara Falls (including river municipalities) in 1925.

253 Hahn House, Durham, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1801, AO.
smoke-proof stairwells, and slides identified by Wermiel, the measures instituted in Ontario’s Standard Hotels were much more pragmatic and focused on the ability to remove an individual safely from an establishment.\footnote{Wermiel, 258-274.} In time however, the egress measures found within Ontario’s Standard Hotels would be supplanted by more “modern” or “progressive” ones that aimed at limiting the spread of fire or suppressing it altogether.

Prior to 1934, the Standard Hotel case files reveal that proprietors rarely attempted to emphasize the modernity of their establishment by using terms such as “fire-proof.” Of the 84 Standard Hotel case files examined, only the Casa Loma and Delaware Hotels in Toronto included descriptions that identified their respective establishments as being constructed with “fire-proof” materials.\footnote{Casa Loma Hotel, Toronto, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1243, AO; Delaware Hotel, Toronto, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1260, AO.} The inclusion of other fire prevention measures, such as the presence of fire extinguishers, that could be described as progressive or modern were only identified in the Standard Hotel case file for Wasaga Beaches’ Rustic Inn.\footnote{Rustic Inn, Wasaga Beach, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1901, AO.} Consequently, the information submitted by operators on their License and Permit applications, between the years 1927-1934, reflect Wermiel’s argument and further highlights the emphasis the BLC/LCBO placed on fire egress measures; in particular fire escapes, ladder, ropes in rooms, verandahs, flat roofs. When it came to fire protection or safety within Ontario’s Standard Hotels, the period examined by this thesis coincides with the timeline Wermiel provides for the disappearance of exterior fire escapes and the introduction of fire-resistant or fire-proof materials.

While Malleck discusses fire safety measures in order to emphasize an establishment’s modernity, he acknowledges that the egress measures found within the provinces Standard
Hotels, such as properly installed ropes, were of significant importance to the LCBO.\(^{257}\) However, the examples he provides suggest that infractions relating to fire egress measures were hardly a significant factor for the board when it came to issuing a License and Permit to a particular establishment.\(^{258}\) In fact, many of the examples Malleck provides suggest that fire safety infractions were a minor concern for the board, as they merely resulted in warnings or fines being issued to the guilty party.\(^{259}\) As Malleck points out, instances where the board suspended or withheld an establishment’s License and Permit were limited to repeat offenders who committed multiple fire safety infractions.\(^{260}\) In such scenarios, the type of action described by Malleck contrasts with that taken by the BLC/LCBO throughout the 1920’s and up until 1934.

Although the Palmer House was the only Standard Hotel in Alton, “improved” by the addition of a verandah and had an operator who possessed a clean record with respect to LCA infractions, in 1930 its License and Permit were withheld as a result of “Two ropes missing.”\(^{261}\) Examples such as Alton’s Palmer House indicate the firm and unwavering stance the BLC/LCBO took with respect to the adherence and maintenance of fire egress measures within Ontario’s Standard Hotels; in particular the presence of adequate and sufficient ropes in an establishments guest rooms. Although the BLC/LCBO sought to ensure compliance when it came to adhering to regulations regarding liquor, these types of examples reaffirm the notion that there were more central issues to operating and maintaining a Standard Hotel.

Quite often, rope related infractions impacted a proprietor’s ability to receive or renew a License and Permit. In fact, the LCBO took a much firmer position against operators guilty of rope related infractions when compared to those who were guilty of liquor violations. For

\(^{257}\) Malleck, *Try to Control Yourself*, 78.
\(^{258}\) Ibid.
\(^{259}\) Ibid., 82.
\(^{260}\) Ibid.
\(^{261}\) Palmer House, Alton, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-882, AO.
example, the case file for the Commercial Hotel in Ripley includes a report that outlines an LCA infraction occurring at the establishment in the summer of 1930.\footnote{Commercial Hotel, Ripley, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-36, AO.} As a consequence, the LCBO cancelled the personal liquor permits of both the operator and his son. However, the board opted not to cancel or suspend the establishment’s License and Permit.\footnote{Ibid.} A subsequent report filed later that fall indicated that until such time as the inadequate ropes were replaced, the establishment’s License and Permit were suspended.\footnote{Ibid.} The outright cancellation of a proprietor’s License and Permit allowed the LCBO to distance itself from disrespectful or immoral Standard Hotel operators. In contrast, the mere suspension of a proprietor’s License and Permit kept the operator and his/her establishment under the supervision and legislative control of the LCBO, the ultimate objective of the board. This sort action reinforces Malleck’s argument that the LCBO operated as a “regulatory bureaucracy” and maintained its power through its constant streams of supervision.\footnote{Malleck, \textit{Try to Control Yourself}, 82.}

With respect to urban and rural establishments, the Standard Hotel case files are filled with additional examples that indicate the actions of the LCBO were not uniformly applied throughout the province. Similar to the events that unfolded in Ripley’s Commercial Hotel, the proprietor of Chatham’s Glassford Hotel was convicted of multiple liquor related infractions.\footnote{Glassford Hotel, Chatham, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-514, AO.} A License Inspector’s report from July 1929 cited various infractions as grounds for recommending against a License and Permit for the establishment.\footnote{Ibid.} However, the LCBO opted to renew the Glassford Hotels License and Permit, even though residents or visitors to Chatham...
could find accommodations and food at least 7 other Standard Hotels.\textsuperscript{268} Even in the face of negative License Inspector Reports and liquor violations, any concern the board had regarding the establishment were outweighed by the services the Glassford Hotel provided its locality. However, a letter from LCBO in February 1930 to the proprietor of the Glassford Hotel indicated the establishment’s License and Permit would be withheld as a result of “some ropes missing from bedrooms.”\textsuperscript{269} Due to the LCBO’s prioritization of patron safety, any influence that was gained by the services offered and afforded at the Glassford Hotel were far less important than the presence of adequate ropes, for the purpose of egress, in all bedrooms. Additionally, the hard line the LCBO took when verifying and ensuring fire egress measures were adequate emphasizes the board’s concern regarding the risk of fire and its potentially disastrous consequences.

Although the LCBO required egress measures in order to provide individuals with a safe and easy method of escape from an establishment’s upper levels, these features were often interpreted differently by certain members of the general public. Placed in the same category as fire escapes and ropes on the \textit{Standard Hotel License and Light Beer Permit} application, verandahs were another means of egress individuals could use in case of an emergency. However, the physical space verandahs occupied situated them along the peripheries of publicly and privately owned property. As opposed to walls, curtains, partitions or some other physical structure that could be used to separate physical spaces, open verandahs allowed for both public and private spaces to encroach upon one another. With respect to Ontario’s Standard Hotels, the type and form of action conducted in these spaces could reflect views of both the “Wets” and “Drys.” Consequently, as extensions of their interior, whether or not verandahs posed a moral or social threat is worthy of further examination.

\textsuperscript{268} Based on the number “LLBO standard hotel case files” associated with Chatham.
\textsuperscript{269} Ibid.
In addition to indicating if an establishment possessed a verandah, the case files included the opinions and perceptions of the BLC/LCBO, its License Inspectors and certain members of the public. An examination of these records allows us to determine whether or not the presence of a verandah provoked (re)action from members of the BLC/LCBO, the general public or a Standard Hotels proprietor. Approximately 30% of the 96 Standard Hotel case files examined indicate the respective establishments possessed a verandah. None of the case files include notices or correspondence suggesting the LCBO, its License Inspectors, or individuals from the general public were concerned or took issue with the presence of a Standard Hotel’s verandah. While verandahs appeared to be an inviting and ideal space for loiterers, loafers, or other modes of questionable conduct, the Standard Hotel case files reveal an absence of references indicating verandahs posed any sort of moral threat or danger to the constituents of a given locality.

As opposed to letting his/her Standard Hotel deteriorate, many proprietors sought to maintain, update or add to their establishment. In fact, License Inspectors were required to indicate whether an establishment had deteriorated or improved since their last inspection. Often, a new coat of paint or refurbishing the guest rooms were enough for License Inspectors to suggest that the proprietor had improved the overall quality of his/her Standard Hotel. In fact, notations regarding a Standard Hotels verandah only appear in the case files when proprietors indicate their intention to construct one. For example, License Inspector reports from 1927 and 1928 note how the operator of Alton’s Palmer House intended to construct a verandah. Not only did the proprietor’s intentions and actions receive no opposition, they did not warrant any
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270 These case files are but a few examples that mention instances where License Inspectors perceived the Standard Hotels as improved due to the maintenance and upkeep of the proprietor: Alexandra Hotel, Colborne, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-780, AO; Brunswick Hotel, Colborne, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-783, AO; Grey Wolf Inn, Port Credit, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-878, AO.

271 Palmer House, Alton, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-882, AO.
sort of inquiry from the License Inspector or the LCBO. Furthermore, upon completing the verandah, a subsequent License Inspector’s report noted the establishment is “improved” from its last inspection.\textsuperscript{272} As opposed to imagined or constructed fears that might associate verandahs with idleness and immorality, their addition was seen as a method by which a proprietor could depict his/her industrious, progressive attitude.

\textbf{“Private Dwelling House” or “Public Place”}

In his article “The assertion of middle-class claims to public space in late Victorian Toronto” Peter Goheen demonstrates how the general public and various authoritative entities frequently possessed conflicting notions with respect to the regulation of public space.\textsuperscript{273} According to Goheen, of particular interest to all of the concerned groups were the modes of conduct and behaviour that were considered to be both appropriate and acceptable.\textsuperscript{274} As a result of their participation in the hostelry trade, the privately owned and operated Standard Hotels were not only perceived as public property but were legally defined as public establishments.\textsuperscript{275} In order to avoid attempts at circumventing regulations, as occurred in Vancouver, the OTA included definitions that outlined what sort of structures could be described as a “private dwelling house” while the LCA used the word “residences” in order to identify establishments that were not public.\textsuperscript{276} Additionally, both Acts defined the types and forms of physical spaces that were to be included in the phrase “public place.”\textsuperscript{277}

\textsuperscript{272} Ibid.
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\textsuperscript{275} Malleck, \textit{Try to Control Yourself}, 29.
\textsuperscript{276} McRuer, section 2; Brennan, section 2; Robert A. Campbell, \textit{Sit Down and Drink Your Beer: Regulating Vancouver's Beer Parlours, 1925-1954} (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2001), 19.
\textsuperscript{277} McRuer, section 55; Brennan, section 2.
As a result of the differing legal and colloquial interpretations of both “private dwelling house” and “public place,” the spaces within Standard Hotels were often subject to conflicting moral, social, and legal regulations. The governmental regulations attempted to ensure that the Standard Hotels were conducted and operated in a manner that reflected the beliefs and ideals of the “communities” they served. Goheen has argued that in early 20th century Toronto, the contestation and negotiation of public space was a byproduct of the attempts by individuals to institute new set of values or ideas that ultimately infringed upon those that previously existed.278 Across Ontario, these new beliefs and ideals often developed through middle-class associations, such as the WCTU, YMCA, and Lords Day Alliance whose chief concerns involved keeping “working women safe from the threats and temptations of the streets and places of public resort.”279 The interest and subsequent input various associations developed was often a response to any and all forms of conduct or behaviour they perceived as immoral. As Carolyn Strange and Tina Loo indicate in Making Good, the Lords Day Act was the product of concerted and unified efforts by the Ontario Lord’s Day Alliance (OLDA).280 While the OLDA sought to “curb the commercialization of the sabbath,” other advocacy groups, such as the WCTU, directed their efforts towards other morally suspect activities occurring within the public domain.281 As a result of their position as “public establishments” Ontario’s Standard Hotels fell within the purview of temperance groups and prohibition forces and became entwined in the ongoing debate surrounding liquor regulation.

Similar to Mallecks’ assertions regarding the LCBO’s utilization of “obfuscating bureaucratic language,” in particular the terms “need” and “demand,” correspondence and

278 Goheen, 76.
279 Ibid.
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petitions within the Standard Hotel case files indicate individuals within Ontario’s numerous localities employed a similar lexicon when opposing a particular establishment. The members of the West United Church in Toronto, for example, wrote a petition to the LCBO and indicated their opposition towards the issuance of a License and Permit on the grounds that there existed “no need or demand for an hotel in this locality.” By using the same language employed by the LCBO, the members of the West United Church indicated they understood the needs of their locality without ever actually identifying them. Furthermore, by expressing their opinion in the form of a petition, these individuals attempted to depict a widespread and unanimous opposition towards the presence of a Standard Hotel in the given locality.

In localities where the “need” and “demand” for a Standard Hotel existed, objections were directed towards specific features of the establishment in question. Many of these objections were the product of perceived associations between the physical features themselves and how they might enable immoral activities and/or vices. For example, individuals opposed to the manner in which Warkworth’s Leonard House was operated directed their criticism towards certain sections of the establishment. This allowed them to address key areas of concern within the establishment, including the bar, beverage rooms and spaces where billiards or other games were conducted while still suggesting that sufficient “need” and “demand” existed in the locality for a properly conducted Standard Hotel. That individuals adopted such an approach is not surprising as Marks’ work has outlined how various segments of society emphasized the perceived threat dances posed to localities; an event often hosted at a Standard Hotel. Although the case files for the Leonard House contains numerous letters outlining the immoral
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and indecent behaviour and activities occurring within the establishment, no evidence exists to support the accusations. This suggests that many of the fears and concerns identified by the resident were more imagined than real. With respect to the Leonard House’s operation and the activities occurring within, the perspective of the concerned individual was not shared by the authorities or a majority of the population of Warkworth.287

While Ontario’s Standard Hotels were perceived and legally defined as “public spaces,” certain areas within an establishment could become categorized as “private spaces” as a result of their function and use. With respect to private spaces within public establishments, Julia Roberts has identified the existence and use of private rooms within Upper Canada’s late 18th and early 19th century taverns and inns.288 However, the private rooms used by individuals such as Ely Playter and Harry Jones were no longer a feature of Ontario’s early 20th century Standard Hotels.289 The private spaces that existed in Ontario’s Standard Hotels during the period under examination, 1920-1934, were limited to a registered patrons’ guest room and the private quarters of a proprietor. Whether the significance attributable to these spaces is a result of the lack of information within historical records, an oversight by historians, or the product of some other factor(s) is not entirely clear. What can be said is that private spaces - i.e. guest room and private quarters - have received minimal attention from historians of public establishments.

With respect to the guest rooms of Ontario’s Standard Hotels, the BLC/LCBO simply required proprietors to indicate the number that were present and whether or not they were serviced by running water.290 This did not mean that guest rooms were unregulated spaces within

287 Leonard House, Warkworth, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-795, AO.
289 Roberts, see Index for the range of pages wherein these two individuals are discussed.
290 See “Floater’s Inn, Port McNicol, between 1920 and 1946, LLBO standard hotel case files, RG 36-1-0-1033, AO” for an example of a Standard Hotel License and Light Beer Permit application.
Standard Hotels. Rather, the BLC simply perceived guest rooms or “private space” in a different manner from those that could be described as “public.” For example, only the registered patrons of a Standard Hotel were allowed to keep full-strength beer or liquor in their guest rooms. Additionally, in order to protect a Standard Hotel patrons’ privacy, doors to guest rooms were required to have locks. Lastly, with respect to a patrons’ safety, proprietors were required to ensure guest rooms were equipped with fire escape ropes or possessed some sort of egress.

Aside from providing a safe and secure environment for patrons, these regulations were enacted in order to ensure a guest was afforded the same comforts he/she would receive in their own private dwelling.

However, the regulations governing the private quarters of a Standard Hotels operator were subject to a scrutiny that more closely resembled that which was applied to the establishments publicly accessible beverage, dining, and sitting rooms. Whereas registered patrons were allowed to maintain and keep a personal supply of liquor in their own guest room, operators were only permitted to do so after requesting and receiving permission from the LCBO. To do otherwise could result in fines and the suspension of a proprietors personal liquor permit. Such a scenario occurred at Collingwood’s New Globe Hotel where the operator neglected to inform the board that he maintained a personal supply of liquor. However, further examination of the case file for the New Globe Hotel reveals the proprietor took it upon himself to visit the LCBO’s Director of Permits, admit his folly and reassure the board it would not occur again. As a result of the action the proprietor took after his conviction and the positive reviews the operator received from the License Inspector, the board opted to renew the operator’s subsequent License and Permit. In
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addition, the board returned the proprietor’s personal liquor permit and granted him permission to keep a personal supply of liquor in his designated personal quarters.\(^{295}\)

Aside from being subject to an alternate set of regulations, those spaces that retained the ability to transition from a “public” to “private” designation frequently raised the suspicions of the BLC/LCBO and their License Inspectors. These suspicions were a byproduct of the allowance for registered guests as well as a Standard Hotels operator to keep a supply of alcohol for personal consumption within their private dwelling space.\(^{296}\) Often, instances involving the seizure of liquor from a proprietor’s private quarters did not develop and play out as smoothly as they did with the operator of the New Globe Hotel. The BLC/LCBO and their many License Inspectors frequently questioned a proprietor’s reason or need for keeping a personal supply of liquor.\(^{297}\) Their intrigue was often based on an operators’ past experience and/or suspicions that he/she was distributing or allowing patrons to consume liquor in their private quarters.\(^{298}\) In one particular scenario, the proprietor of the Tecumseh Hotel in Chatham attempted to designate seven rooms in his establishment as his private quarters, including the parlour and dining room. In addition to identifying a previous infraction for possessing liquor in a store room, the Director of Permits turned down this request on the basis that it appeared to be an attempt to circumvent regulations pertaining to public space and would only allow the proprietor “to play a fine game of hide-and-seek with the police.”\(^{299}\) A subsequent request to designate two rooms as the operator’s private quarters was approved by the LCBO on the grounds that the proprietor’s son, who had liquor infractions of his own, would be unable to possess a personal liquor permit while
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a resident and employee of the Tecumseh Hotel. Therefore, the regulations the LCBO enacted with respect to liquor in an operator’s private quarters existed as a control measure, providing the board with greater opportunity to ensure that Standard Hotel operators conformed to their demands.

As previously noted, the Standard Hotel case files lack any information to suggest the BLC/LCBO were concerned about the unobstructed visibility of questionable conducts or actions that could occur on a Standard Hotel’s verandah. According to Attorney-General William Nickle, an unobstructed view into the province’s beverage rooms allowed the activities to be placed “out in the window rather than in the cellar.” Although Nickle’s choice of words emphasized the province’s acceptance, support and legitimization for the consumption of 4.4% beer, the reference took on a very literal translation as well. As opposed to obscuring the view into Ontario’s Standard Hotel, proprietors were required to ensure passersby had an unobstructed view of an establishment’s beverage rooms. Aside from further legitimizing the consumption of alcohol, the board instituted this requirement in order to elicit self-moderation or regulation from patrons and guests of a Standard Hotel. With respect to alcohol consumption, the visibility of the activity occurring within a Standard Hotel’s beverage room was interpreted in one of two ways. On one hand, the “Wets” as well as their supporters interpreted the unobstructed view into the province’s beverage rooms as an indication that the consumption of alcohol was both a respectable and legal activity. On the other hand, the “Drys” interpreted the decision to ensure a clear view into an establishment’s beverage rooms as the province’s wholesale promotion of
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what the anti-liquor interests perceived as a highly immoral and suspect activity. Conflicting or opposing opinions regarding specific aspects of liquor regulation were not limited to Ontario. In his article “The Boons and Banes of Booze,” Geoffrey Bernard Toews identifies the opposing opinions that developed as a result of the requirement for potential proprietors in rural Manitoba to take out an ad in the local newspaper and state their purpose. According to Toews, Manitoba’s provincial government implemented this requirement in order to provide residents of the province with the opportunity to voice their opinion for or against the issuance of a permit. However, many in the “Dry” camp interpreted this requirement as the active promotion of both public drinking establishments and the consumption of alcohol.

Regardless of whether one associated with the “Wets” or “Dry’s,” the clear, unobstructed view into Ontario’s Standard Hotel beverage rooms redirected conflicts, erupting as a result of inappropriate conduct or questionable behaviour, away from other public spaces, such as verandahs, sheds and stables. Both neighbourhood residents and the members of Toronto’s West United Church based their opposition towards the issuance of a License and Permit on the fact that numerous children would be able to view inside the “Proposed Hotel’s” beverage room as they passed by on their way to school, only two blocks away. In this particular instance, the perceived threat revolved around the publicly visible (and immorally perceived) activity of alcohol consumption by individuals one knew, respected and/or idolized. The implication being that children who observed the act of drinking would be (in)directly influenced to “take-up” such action.
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Defining the “Spaces” Within

Standard Hotel License applications submitted prior to 1927 reveal the BLC was particularly concerned with the use and organization of areas where light beer was to be served and consumed. The License applications required Standard Hotel operators to identify the specific rooms where alcohol was to be served in addition to their dimensions; whether or not a bar was present in them; if tables and chairs would be provided; as well as the number and dimensions of any doors or windows that were present along with the streets they faced. License applications for the Maple Leaf Hotel indicate that the establishment had a beverage room that included a bar as well as tables and chairs for its patrons. Although none of the rooms where light beer was to be served or consumed could be described as large, their individual size is indicative of the importance and necessity associated with each space. The beverage room of the Maple Leaf Hotel measured 14’ by 24’. The establishment also possessed a dining room that measured 12’ by 22’ as well as a 10’ by 10’ sitting room. That the beverage room was the largest of the three suggests the revenue accumulated via the sale of light beer and/or lunches was a significant factor in the day-to-day affairs of this Standard Hotel.

Whereas the case file for the Maple Leaf Hotel indicated how the BLC defined specific areas of a Standard Hotel, applications submitted by other establishment operators demonstrate the boards preoccupation with spaces dedicated to the consumption of alcohol. The Herman House, located Northwest of Owen Sound in Hepworth, requested its Liquor Permit be valid for
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306 The non-obligatory requirement to have seating differentiates Ontario’s prohibition on the public consumption of alcohol from provinces such as British Columbia, where patrons were required to sit. For more information on Alcohol and Beer Parlour regulations in British Columbia, see Robert A. Campbell, *Sit Down and Drink Your Beer: Regulating Vancouver's Beer Parlours, 1925-1954*, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2001).
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the establishment’s beverage, dining, and grill rooms.\textsuperscript{310} However, the only additional information provided pertains to the establishment’s beverage room. Aside from being on the ground floor and measuring approximately 25’ by 30’, the application indicates the beverage room faced Bruce St., a main thoroughfare in Hepworth.\textsuperscript{311} Although the dimensions of the dining and grill rooms are not mentioned, the application was successful and the Herman House received a Liquor Permit that encapsulated all three rooms.\textsuperscript{312} By requiring proprietors to provide details regarding dimensions, staging and location of an establishment’s beverage room, the BLC attempted to define the spaces associated with the activities occurring within these rooms. These requirements allowed the board to ascribe a singular legitimate purpose to the province’s beverage, dining, and sitting rooms as opposed to allowing them to remain unregulated and undefined spaces that could be used for or associated with illicit and immoral activities.

As noted, historians have identified how various government entities and groups of individuals, typically those within the social gospel movement, were concerned about the regulation and use of public space. For example, Dan Malleck has demonstrated how the LCBO both queried and opposed the use of space that was not defined or associated with a prime function or purpose.\textsuperscript{313} Often, individuals and groups feared that both undefined and unregulated spaces would be used to harbour subversive or immoral activities like dancing, gaming, and drinking. Such a scenario presented itself when the proprietor of Port Credit’s Rainbow Gardens submitted an application for a License and Permit. An Inspector’s report indicates that as a result of the dance hall attached to the Standard Hotel, granting the establishment a License and Permit
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would only allow “further openings for breaches of the Liquor Control Act.” 314 In this case, the position assumed by the LCBO mirrors their opposition towards the existence and operation of all-purpose rooms within the province’s post-prohibition Standard Hotels, as described by Malleck.

Whereas dance halls and all-purpose rooms are severely critiqued and negatively stigmatized, objections or concerns regarding commercial rooms within Ontario’s Standard Hotels are absent from the case files. As Roberts argues, establishments within the hostelry trade have a history of ensuring the operation of a wide array of services from within or about their premises. 315 Commercial rooms located within hostelry establishments in the early 20th century continued this tradition. While the main function of bedrooms, bathrooms, beverage rooms, kitchen and stables are well defined, the purpose of a commercial or sampling room was defined only in so far as its ad-hoc use. For instance, an advertisements within Spokane’s Spokesman Review from the early 20th century claims commercial or sample rooms could be rented on a short term basis as required by commercial travelers looking to sell their wares. 316 The regulations that encompassed Ontario’s Standard Hotels initially stated that establishments must possess at least one commercial room. 317 Furthermore, the LLBO Standard Hotel case files reveal that both prior to and after 1934 many of Ontario’s establishments possessed at least one commercial room. In contrast to dance halls and all-purpose rooms, commercial rooms within Ontario’s Standard Hotels were not viewed as spaces where questionable and illicit activities
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could occur. Similar to verandahs then, concerns or fears regarding the existence and use of a Standard Hotels commercial room were not shared by the BLC/LCBO.

**Chapter Conclusion**

While the retail sale of alcohol has long been a concern for regulatory authorities, this chapter has demonstrated that liquor consumption was not the sole concern of BLC/LCBO when it came to Ontario’s Standard Hotels. Throughout the period under review, the BLC/LCBO was concerned with the difficult issues of regulating both public and private spaces. In addition to this, both boards attempted to produce safe environments for proprietors, patrons and guests through concerted efforts to ensure fire safety measures were adhered to and well maintained.

In order to understand how the BLC/LCBO sought to regulate Ontario’s Standard Hotel’s one must be aware of the variety of establishments covered by the law. Although the OTA/LCA ensured similarities abounded when it came to the physical structure of the establishments, there also existed a myriad of differences. For instance, Standard Hotels operating throughout the province were built from an array of materials, including wood, brick, cement, and stone. The limitations and possibilities of these materials, in particular the load they could carry, led to the construction of establishments that ranged from single story structures to those upwards of 28 floors. Aside from an enormous difference when it came to the number of guest rooms that were available in any given establishment, this also meant that the presence and availability of certain amenities within an establishment differed greatly. Ultimately, this resulted in the development of unique Standard Hotels that were designed and arranged in order to meet the specific “needs” and “demands” of the localities.
Although proprietors sought to meet the “needs” and “demands” of their respective localities, the BLC/LCBO continually strove to ensure Ontario’s Standard Hotel’s adhered to certain regulations. While a proprietor’s “fondness” for liquor is a topic that permeates many Standard Hotel case files, punishment for alcohol related infractions were frequently less severe than those extended by the BLC/LCBO for infractions pertaining to fire safety measures. This chapter has examined how both boards enacted “regulatory bureaucracy” via responses to fire safety measure infractions. Additionally, it has shown how these infractions took priority over an establishment’s ability to fulfill the “needs” and “demands” of a locality, something liquor infractions were not capable of.

Regarded as public establishments, Ontario’s Standard Hotels contained both “public” and “private” spaces that were subject to different sets of regulations. The use and activities occurring within these spaces were often subject to conflicting interpretations by a host of actors, including provincial authorities, proprietors, patrons, and members of the establishment’s respective localities. The case files reveal that the BLC/LCBO were predominantly concerned with the use and arrangement of public space. However, this did not restrict either board from displaying concern that immoral activities might be occurring within the private spaces of a Standard Hotel. Due to the regulator’s acknowledgement that Standard Hotels were required among Ontario’s numerous localities, criticism regarding an establishment’s use or operation was often directed at specific features or conduct occurring within the premises. Aside from opposing the presence of such features, many opposed the government’s position that advocated for unrestricted visibility into Ontario’s Standard Hotels. As the provincial entities in charge of regulating Ontario’s Standard Hotels, the BLC/LCBO were required to engage with such arguments, although they were more representative of various temperance societies perceptions
of alcohol. Additional concern(s) frequently cited by the BLC/LCBO or their License Inspectors involved those areas of an establishment that were loosely defined. While fixtures such as verandahs were of little concern to provincial authorities, other areas of a Standard Hotel could possibly be used to harbour immoral and indecent activities, including gambling, dancing, and excessive consumption of alcohol. As products of the diverse localities they were drawn from, the concerns associated with any given Standard Hotel were often as incongruent and debated as the perceptions regarding an establishment’s “need” or “demand.”
Conclusion

While histories of public establishments are often littered with references that associate them with the ill-effects of alcohol consumption, critical examination of public record’s often paints a different picture. Aside from being the only public place where one could legally consume light beer between 1916 and 1934, Ontario’s Standard Hotels were home to a myriad of activities and functions. This thesis has demonstrated that as a result of their ability to fulfill the unique “needs” and “demands” of Ontario’s residents and visitors, the province’s Standard Hotels formed an institution that occupied central roles within their localities.

As with public establishments operating in other time periods and geographic regions, the principal functions of Ontario’s Standard Hotel related to their ability to provide suitable accommodations and dining to guests. However, the regulations that governed Ontario’s Standard Hotels distinguished them from other public establishments. From 1916 until 1927 the province’s Standard Hotels were licensed by the Board of License Commissioners (BLC) and subject to the Ontario Temperance Act (OTA). After 1927, this task became the responsibility of the newly formed Liquor Control Board of Ontario (LCBO) and was subject to the guidelines set

forth in the Liquor Control Act (LCA). As specific types of alcohol were allowed in certain areas of a Standard Hotel, the establishments were incorporated into the OTA/LCA. Most notable were regulations that permitted Standard Hotels to sell temperance or light beers. Additionally, although Standard Hotels were legally defined as public places, areas such as guest rooms and proprietors private quarters were subject to regulations that governed private spaces. As a result, registered guests and Standard Hotel operators were permitted to keep a personal supply of liquor within their guest rooms. This particular aspect differentiated Ontario’s Standard Hotels from other types of establishments, boarding houses for instance, wherein it was illegal for individuals to keep a personal supply of liquor in their own quarters.

In order to be defined as a Standard Hotel, potential candidates were required to apply for and receive a Standard Hotel License and Light Beer Permit from the BLC/LCBO. In doing so, an establishment was entitled to sell a variety of goods in addition to providing specific services. This included the sale of “non-intoxicating drinks and beverages other than light beer, cigars, cigarettes, and tobacco,” and the ability to operate an “ice cream or general restaurant or café.” Consequently, establishments that received a License and Permit were entitled to far greater privileges and legal revenue sources than those establishments that operated without one.

Defining and identifying the specific “needs” and “demands” that a given Standard Hotel attempted to fulfill is not an easy task. For starters, although both terms were associated with specific questions on the License and Permit applications proprietors submitted to the BLC or LCBO, neither was associated with a set list of functions and activities that establishments were expected to provide. Employed by License Inspector’s in order to grade Ontario’s Standard

319 F.P. Brennan, The Liquor Control Act Ontario, Annotated, also the Regulations of the Liquor Control Board of Ontario (Toronto: Canada Law Book Company, LTD., 1928) 5. While the exact wording is drawn from Brennan, a similar version existed in the OTA’s regulations and can be found here: J.C. McRuer, The Ontario Liquor Laws, being The Ontario Temperance Act and Amending Acts, 1916 to 1922 (Toronto: Canadian Law Book Company, LTD., 1922) 146.
Hotels, the terms “need” and “demand” represented the unique set of functions and activities that a particular establishment should provide. Complicating the usage of the terms “need” and “demand” further was the common occurrence for individuals (i.e. those other than the authorities) to develop and advocate entirely different sets of “needs” and “demands.” This thesis has identified three groups of individuals who participated in the debate revolving around whether or not a License and Permit should be issued to a given establishment as a result of its ability to fulfill a particular set of “needs” and “demands.”

The first group, proprietors of Standard Hotels, frequently indicated their action(s) and conduct was based upon their own observations regarding the perceived “needs” and “demands” of their respective localities. The second group, the general public, includes both individuals who patronized Ontario’s Standard Hotels as well as those who passed judgment on their operation. The significance and importance of this group is associated with the fact that they were providing first-hand accounts regarding the expectations of a given Standard Hotel. In other words, they described what their particular “needs” and “demands” were and whether or not a Standard Hotel was able to fulfill them. However, as demonstrated in Chapter 2, due to Ontario’s diverse demography, third party accounts were not always representative of the beliefs and ideologies of others within the province, or any given locality for that matter. That being said, these accounts verify the presence of such beliefs within the provinces localities. Additionally, although unintentional, third party accounts frequently provide us with insight regarding the presence of opposition or support for a particular Standard Hotel. The last group identified in this thesis was the provincial authorities, which included members of the BLC, the LCBO and the many License Inspectors who reported upon Ontario’s Standard Hotels. In their attempts to define how a particular Standard Hotel fulfilled the “needs” and “demands” of its locality,
members of this group frequently identified the type of clientele that would be best served by the establishment and whether or not that type existed in the locality. As demonstrated in chapter 1, it was not uncommon for Standard Hotels that would have been inadequate in one locality to be approved for another.

As administrators of the OTA and LCA, the BLC and LCBO defined the ideal form and function of province’s Standard Hotels. These regulatory bodies demanded that establishments have, at the very least, a lobby or office, dining room, kitchen with pantry, store room, sample room, 4 bedrooms, a water closet and a bathroom. Form and function aside, such requirements acted as control measure and allowed authorities to prevent would be “proprietors” from using the title of “Standard Hotel” as a front to hide otherwise illicit activity. In order to ensure patron safety, the doors of guest rooms were to be bolted from the inside and fire egress measures were to be available throughout the establishment. As a result of the ban on the public consumption of alcohol, open stand-up bars, a staple of public establishments, were absent from Ontario’s prohibition era Standard Hotels.

Even with regulations aimed at constructing a particular type of institution, as a result of the particular “needs” and “demands” associated with a particular Standard Hotel’s locality, no two establishments were exactly alike. Support for such a conclusion is drawn from the critical analysis of three particular aspects of Ontario’s Standard Hotels. These include the distribution of Standard Hotels throughout the province; the relationships between those individuals who inhabited, patronized, inspected, and critiqued the Standard Hotels; and how the space’s within an establishment were defined along with the perceptions of how such space should be used.

Julia Roberts has demonstrated that up until the middle of the 19th century the number of taverns in operation throughout the region of Ontario was on the rise. However, her work ends
50 years prior to the start of prohibition and offers no evidence to indicate the number of public establishments that operated in Ontario at the start of the 20th century. Furthermore, Roberts identifies a host of taverns that did not provide the necessary functions and/or amenities that were required of Ontario’s Standard Hotels. While the taverns of Upper Canada may have been a predecessor to Ontario’s Standard Hotels, many would not have been considered for a License and Permit. This thesis has identified that the number of public establishments operating in Ontario were in fact in decline during the years leading up to the introduction of the OTA; a result of the concerted efforts by authorities to ensure the suitability and safety of the provinces Standard Hotels. Whereas Roberts indicates that the number of taverns providing accommodations and/or food as well as drink to Upper Canadians averaged one for every 320 individuals, in prohibition Ontario it was common for a single Standard Hotel to be responsible for accommodating and meet the dining needs of at least 700 individuals.

Additionally, this thesis has shown that as a result of the unique “needs” and “demands” of Ontario’s numerous localities, there existed a non-uniform and uneven distribution of Standard Hotels throughout the province. This meant that Standard Hotels throughout the province seldom directed their activities towards facilitating an identical set of “needs” and “demands.” For instance, the high number of Standard Hotels that were present in the province’s more densely populated areas allowed proprietors to dictate their operations towards a particular set of “needs” and “demands.” For instance, certain operators attempted to attract the lunch time working-class crowd while others emphasized the extravagant accommodations that their establishments afforded. When compared to the ratio of residents per an establishment in Ontario’s larger localities, those within the provinces smaller localities were responsible for serving far fewer patrons. However, due to the absence of alternate Standard Hotels, proprietors in Ontario’s
smaller localities had to ensure their establishments were capable of accommodating a more diverse collection of “needs” and “demands.” This included groups of individuals who possessed differing and often conflicting theological and moral beliefs as well as individuals drawn from any and all social classes. This frequently resulted in rural and small town Standard Hotels being described as suitable establishments for the “general public” as opposed to any particular social class.

The case files also make us aware of the distribution of Standard Hotels within a given locality. In contrast to “blind pigs” or other illegal drinking establishments, Ontario’s Standard Hotels were codified by provincial authorities as legitimate and respectable establishments that operated within the confines of the law. This allowed Ontario’s Standard Hotels to exist and operate in readily identifiable and prominent locations within individual localities. Further impacting the distribution and presence of Standard Hotels throughout Ontario’s localities were License Inspector’s accounts that justified the use and utility of a given establishment with respect to the types of patrons that would be best served by them. Although perceived and validated by License Inspectors and the BLC/LCBO, the non-uniform and incongruent “needs” and “demands” of Ontario’s numerous localities resulted in a distribution of Standard Hotels that was equally uneven.

In addition to being a determining factor for the BLC/LCBO when it came to issuing a License and Permit, the “needs” and “demands” that establishments sought to fulfill also defined the relationships between License Inspectors as well as other members of the BLC/LCBO, proprietors, patrons, and residents of a given locality. Many of these relationships revolved around the inconsistent and conflicting perceptions regarding what the exact “needs” and “demands” of a locality were. Individuals frequently advocated their own or, in the case of the
authorities, the BLC/LCBO’s position regarding how a Standard Hotel was or should be operated. Support for a given Standard Hotel was often associated with the moral and respectable service a proprietor was or should be providing to his/her locality. For those opposed to the conduct of a proprietor or the manner in which he/she operated their Standard Hotel, objections were frequently posed in a way that highlighted the immorality or negative consequences that were associated with such actions. Regardless of the relationship under examination, individuals and groups frequently attempted to legitimize their own perceptions regarding the “needs” and “demands” of a locality in order to justify their assessment of how a Standard Hotel was operated.

As the regulatory authority, the BLC/LCBO assumed a position of power in its relationship with proprietors. The power the BLC/LCBO possessed resulted from its ability to ultimately approve or deny a License and Permit for a particular establishment. Additionally, such a position allowed the BLC/LCBO to instruct proprietors on the proper codes of conduct as well as the State’s expectations regarding how a Standard Hotel would operate. As a result, it is the inspectors’ perceptions regarding a Standard Hotels ability to identify and fulfill the “needs” and “demands” of a locality that mattered most in the decision making process. That being said, the BLC/LCBO was not immune to public pressure. Under the right circumstances and advocated in the proper manner, groups composed of both proprietors and the general public influenced the authorities’ decision as to whether or not a Standard Hotel should be issued a License and Permit.

In a manner completely different from that of the BLC/LCBO, proprietors hoped to develop positive relationships with both the authorities as well as members of their respective localities. Developing positive relationships with these groups required proprietors to identify
and fulfill the “needs” and “demands” of their locality. In doing so, proprietors could justify their actions and declare they were simply responding to the “needs” and “demands” of a locality, as advocated by its residents. Additionally, developing positive relationships with members of their own locality provided proprietors with social support that could be used as leverage if the BLC/LCBO opted to query an operator’s conduct. Complicating a proprietor’s ability to accomplish such a task was the fact that they had to ensure their Standard Hotel operated within the confines of the law as well as commonly accepted social codes. Although the BLC/LCBO ultimately legitimized or denounced how a Standard Hotel was operated, it was not uncommon for the “needs” and “demands” that a particular establishment attempted to fulfill to be contentious and often debated topics within a locality. As a result, Ontario’s Standard Hotel proprietors were often placed in a position whereby in order to appease one group they conducted their establishment in a manner that offended another or, in a few instances, even broke the law.

The last type of relationship that is evident within the case files are those that were developed between the BLC/LCBO and members of a given locality. These are important as they are literal accounts of individuals describing and identifying, what they believe to be, the “needs” and “demands” of their locality. However, their historical significance goes beyond what is simply documented in the files. The mere fact that individuals outlined and advocated what they perceived to be the “needs” and “demands” that Ontario’s Standard Hotels should be fulfilling to the BLC/LCBO indicates that other ideologies and beliefs were present throughout the province during this time period. For instance, accounts from individuals who complained about large groups of men congregating at a specific Standard Hotel make us aware that these establishments were significant to a particular segment of the population.
As discussed in the chapter 3, the above mentioned relationships indicate that concerns, other than those related to alcohol, were constantly debated and contested between the involved parties. Observable in the “LLBO standard hotel case files,” these concerns included the presence of suitable and adequate fire safety measures as well as the use and management of both “public” and “private” spaces. While concerns over patron and public safety appear to have garnered little attention from the general public, the case files indicate the BLC/LCBO considered these topics to be extremely important – perhaps even more so than alcohol consumption. As a publicly regulated institution that was overseen by the BLC/LCBO’s, the board was responsible for ensuring Ontario’s Standard Hotels provided guests with safe and secure accommodations. For instance, proprietors who did not ensure that their establishment met fire safety regulations frequently found their License and Permit suspended or withheld until such time as the Standard Hotel was brought up to code. This sort of action differs greatly with respect to the sort taken against individuals who committed liquor infractions. As indicated, proprietors who were caught serving over-strength beer or hard liquor seldom had their License and Permits suspended. Rather, such instances often resulted in the suspension of one’s personal liquor permit or the imposition of a fine. With respect to liquor related infractions, Malleck has argued that the BLC/LCBO’s opted to respond in such a manner in order to prevent the development of an underground liquor trade. However, his argument is not valid for the time period covered by this thesis. Differentiating the prohibition and post-prohibition eras is the fact that the sale of full-strength beer and liquor in Ontario’s Standard Hotels was illegal from 1916 until 1934. Regardless of whether or not a Standard Hotel proprietor possessed a License and Permit, to engage in the sale of these products was to participate in an underground trade. More in line with Malleck’s argument would be how the BLC/LCBO dealt with Standard Hotel
proprietors who did not possess a License and Permit but nonetheless sold light-beer. In instances where the offending proprietor already had access to light-beer, one could argue that the BLC/LCBO issued the offending operator a License and Permit in order to prevent the development of underground economy.

This thesis has also attempted to show how the BLC/LCBO enacted different sets of regulations depending on whether a space was defined as “public” or “private.” The endowed meaning behind these regulations was often a focal point in public debates and discussions regarding the “needs” and “demands” of Ontario’s localities. It was not uncommon for these debates to pit individuals or groups against one another as many disagreed on the types of activities and behaviours that were acceptable and permissible in both “public” and “private” space. Of particular importance to the BLC/LCBO was the requirement for passersby to have a direct view into areas of a Standard Hotel where light-beer was to be served. Such a requirement was an attempt by the BLC/LCBO’s to provide further support and legitimacy for the consumption of light-beer, a legal commodity. However, the “Dry” anti-liquor interests interpreted the requirement as the government’s wholesale advocacy for alcohol consumption. Additionally, many within the “Dry” camp believed such a requirement would instill immoral and indecent behaviours within individuals, particular children, who observed the activities occurring within the provinces beverage rooms. Although there were spaces within Standard Hotels that were defined as “private,” they were not entirely removed from the debates on the acceptable uses of space. Private spaces including registered guests rooms as well as those designated as a proprietor’s personal quarters were subject to separate sets of regulations. Regardless of the form or type of regulation, they were the BLC/LCBO’s attempt to assert and maintain control over individuals within a space that was otherwise part of the public domain.
The uneven and unequal distribution of Standard Hotels, coupled with the high number of patrons per establishment made it increasingly difficult for the proprietors to operate an establishment capable of fulfilling the “needs” and “demands” of every patron or guest. As a result, many proprietors attempted to direct their establishment’s operations towards what they perceived as the dominant “needs” and “demands” of the marketplace. As previously noted, proprietors in more densely populated regions could emphasize a certain function or feature of their establishment in hopes of drawing in a specific segment of the population. As for Standard Hotel operators in the provinces less populated regions, they had little choice but to attempt to create an environment that would meet the “needs” and “demands” of every individual that passed by. While urban and rural Standard Hotel proprietors used different approaches in order to succeed, how an operator conducted him/herself in addition to how they operated their establishment could easily pit them in between the “needs” and “demands” of their respective localities and those defined as permissible by the BLC/LCBO.

Regardless of the ongoing debates surrounding their operation or the activities occurring within, as legitimate regulated establishments, Ontario’s Standard Hotels were more than just public drinking establishments. First and foremost, Ontario’s Standard Hotels were responsible for providing food, drink and accommodation to Ontario’s residents and visitors. In addition to accomplishing these functions, Standard Hotel proprietors were required to operate and maintain an establishment that ensured the security and safety of the individuals residing within. As owners of a publicly available and accessible institution, Standard Hotel proprietors sought to conduct an establishment that met the particular “needs” and “demands” of their localities. Aside from simply fulfilling these “needs” and “demands,” proprietors were responsible for doing so in
a manner that reflected the ideals and beliefs of the BLC/LCBO, the establishments’ patrons, and the individuals residing in the immediate locality.
APPLICATION FOR STANDARD HOTEL PERMIT

Application (in duplicate) for a Permit to sell non-intoxicating liquor in certain designated premises of a Standard Hotel as provided by The Ontario Temperance Act and rules and regulations made thereunder.

1. Name in full of Applicant: __________________________
2. Age: __________________________
3. Are you a British subject by birth or naturalization? __________________________
   If not, of what nationality? __________________________
4. Are you married or single? __________________________
5. Do you intend selling liquor personally? __________________________
6. How many, if any, of the members of your family will be assisting you in selling liquor: __________________________
7. How many of your employees will be selling liquor? __________________________
8. At what place have you resided during the last six months? __________________________
9. How long have you occupied the hotel regarding which this application is made? __________________________
10. Are you the owner or a tenant? __________________________
   If a tenant give terms of lease: __________________________
11. Is there a bar or counter in the designated premises in respect of which the permit is requested? __________________________
12. Do you agree to make the necessary alterations to conform with such rules and regulations as may from time to time be made? __________________________
13. Are the designated premises in which liquors are to be served supplied with tables and chairs or seats? __________________________
14. What windows or doors face upon any streets or public thoroughfares? Give dimensions of each. __________________________
15. Is there a dance hall connected with the Hotel by any covered passageway or way of internal communication? __________________________
16. Have you been convicted under The Ontario Temperance Act or any other statute? If so, state nature of the offences and the date of conviction (if any): __________________________
To the Board of License Commissioners for Ontario.

Sirs,—I hereby certify that the foregoing answers to be true and correct and beg to apply for a Permit to sell non-intoxicating liquor in the premises of the ... hotel

situate at ... in the

(City, town, village or township)

in the County of ... in the Province of Ontario, as hereinafter particularly designated.

(Here accurately designate the rooms or parts of the hotel for which the Permit is desired, and the dining and grill rooms and the beverage rooms of the hotel).

In the event of a Permit being granted to me to sell non-intoxicating liquors in the rooms or parts of this hotel, accurately designated above, I agree to observe The Ontario Temperance Act and all rules and regulations that are now or may hereafter be made.

(Applicant)

DATED at ... in the County of ... Ontario, this ... day of ... 19...

Remit with this application permit fee of $10.00 by certified cheque, express or postal order payable to the Provincial Treasurer, which will be returned if application is refused.

This application will not be considered unless all questions are fully answered.

Applications for permits must be made on the forms supplied by the Board, which may be obtained on application to the Board or to the local License Inspector.
APPLICATION FOR STANDARD HOTEL LICENSE

To the Liquor Control Board of Ontario:

Gentlemen,—I hereby apply for a Standard Hotel License under Section 140 of the Liquor Control Act of Ontario for the remaining part of the license year ending Oct. 31, 1927, for the Hotel and Premises known as the...

situate in the...

of...

County of...

My hotel-keeping experience covers the following years and places:

born...

British-born British subject.

If my application is granted, I will pay all duty imposed thereon, and will duly observe the law and the regulations thereunder imposed by the Board.

Please find below data about the...

Dated at...

this day of...

1927...

Data on above Hotel furnished by the Applicant

Hotel Property.—(1) Building constructed of...

(2) Erected A.D. ...

(3) No. of Floors...

(4) Owner...

Fire Escapes, Ropes, Water Supply, Sanitation...

Municipal Relations, &c.—(6) Assessment in 192...

(7) Taxes Actually Paid in 192...

(8) Yearly Rental...

(9) Who Pays Taxes?

(10) Business Ass't in 192...

(11) Applicant's Estimate of Present Value of Property...

Departments.—(12) Number of Bedrooms for Guests...

(13) Number of Bedrooms with Bath Attached...

(14) Number of Bedrooms with Running Water and not Bath...

(15) Number General Bathrooms...

(16) Number Lavatories Separate From Bathes...

(17) On American or European Plan?

(18) Day Rates if American...

(19) Room Rates if European...

(20) Meal Rates...

(21) Who Pays Deposit?

(22) Remarks on Eating Arrangements...

(23) Number Commercial Sample Rooms...

(24) Number of Employees...

(25) Accommodation for Autos, Horses, Vehicles...

(26) Number of Transient Guests for Average Week...

(27) Number Boarders Kept...

(28) Who was your Predecessor in this Hotel? What year did you succeed him?

(29) Are you Married or Single?

(30) Do you propose to sell Temperance Beers, Tobacco, &c., as per Sec. 146 (5) ?

NOTE.—The answers to Nos. 12, 13, and 14 must exclude bedrooms occupied by the proprietor and family and guests.
INSPECTOR'S REPORT ON THIS APPLICATION

(1) Estimated Value of Hotel Property, $__________

(2) Condition of Property, whether well kept or otherwise.

(3) Is Applicant accurate in data furnished? If not, state wherein you differ.

(4) Remarks on (a) kind and efficiency of fire escapes; (b) extent of verandahs; (c) whether ropes are maintained in bedrooms as required by law.

(5) Remarks on quality of equipment and furnishings.

(6) Remarks on character of house-keeping.

(7) Remarks on eating arrangements.

(8) What complaints, if any, against his house or himself?

(9) What has been Applicant's record and that of his family for law observance?

(10) Is he sober and of good character and habits?

(11) About what age is he?

(12) Is Applicant capable and adapted for keeping hotel?

(13) Do you recommend the granting of this application?

(14) Listing hotels in this place in order of quality, which number would this be?

(15) Grading hotels in quality A, B and C, with regard to the needs of this locality, how would you grade this hotel?

(16) Class of Trade catered to?

(17) Other Remarks.

Dated________________, 19____
Application for Joint Standard Hotel License and Light Beer Permit

To the Liquor Control Board of Ontario:

Gentlemen,—I hereby apply for a Standard Hotel License under Section 140 of the Liquor Control Act (Ontario) for the license year ending Oct. 31, 19... for the Hotel and Premises named and situated as stated in the bordered space to the left hereof.

My hotel-keeping experience covers the following years and places...

I was born in... and am a British-born and not a Naturalized British subject.

I enclose herewith the required fee of $1.00 for Standard Hotel License to be returned in event of the application being refused.

I also hereby apply for renewal of Permit to sell Light Beer under Section 70, Liquor Control Act (Ontario) for the year ending 31st October, 19..., in my said Hotel Premises.

Describe hereunder parts of hotel for which permit is desired...

In the event of a Standard Hotel License and a Light Beer Permit being granted to me, I agree to observe The Liquor Control Act of Ontario and all Regulations that are now or may hereafter be made thereunder.

I enclose also herewith the required Light Beer Permit fee of $10.00 to be returned to me in event of the application being refused.

Dated at... this... day of...

NOTE.—The two remittances may be combined in one marked $10.00 cheque, bank draft, postal or express order. If the applicant does not desire a Light Beer Permit, he may cross his pen through the lines relating thereto. Fee should be made payable to the Liquor Control Board of Ontario.

DATA ON ABOVE HOTEL FURNISHED BY THE APPLICANT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1) Building constructed of...</th>
<th>(2) Erected A.D.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(3) No. of Floors</td>
<td>(4) Owner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Remarks on Heating</td>
<td>(5A) Fire Escapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5B) Ropes</td>
<td>(5C) Water Supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6D) Sanitation</td>
<td>(6) Yearly Rental, $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) Yearly Rental, $</td>
<td>(7) Who pays Taxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8) Applicant's Estimate of Present Value of Property</td>
<td>*Number of Bedrooms for Guests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9) *Number Bedrooms with Bath Attached</td>
<td>(10) *Number Bedrooms with Running Water and not Bath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11) *Number Bathrooms</td>
<td>(12) Number General Bathrooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(13) Number</td>
<td>(14) On American or European Plan?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15) Day Rates if American</td>
<td>(16) Room Rates if European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(17) Meal Rates</td>
<td>(18) Dining Room Seats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(19) Remarks on</td>
<td>(20) Furnishings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furnishings</td>
<td>(21) Number Employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(22) Number Commercial Sample Rooms</td>
<td>(23) Accommodation for Autos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(24) Are You Married or Single?</td>
<td>(25) Are You Married or Single?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*NOTE.—The answers to Nos. 9, 10 and 11 must exclude bedrooms occupied by the proprietor and family and help.
LIQUOR CONTROL BOARD OF ONTARIO

Hotel report by General Inspector

Date of Visit: 1927

1. As to fire protection—Fire escapes, number...
   Fire escapes—kind...
   Ropes—is there one in each room?

2. As to property—has it improved or deteriorated?

3. Has Licensee or owner of property any plans for future? If so, indicate...

4. As to cleanliness...
   Sanitation...
   Heating—kind of system...
   Is house kept warm?

5. As to condition of rooms...
   Furnishings...
   Bedding, etc...
   Mattresses...
   General Housekeeping...

6. As to Dining-Room...
   Furnishings...
   Kitchen...
   Cellar...

7. As to condition of quarters for help...
   Rooms...
   Furnishings...
   Treatment of help...

8. As to licensee—his conduct...
   Character or reputation...
   Efficiency...
   Is Guest Register properly kept up?
   Do you recommend renewal of Standard License?

9. Remarks (may continue over leaf)...
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